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SUMMARY

MEASUREMENT OBJECTIVES

(C) The objectives of the CHURCH ANCHOR ambient noise measurement
experiments were to:

I. Obtain the azimuthal directionality of ambient noise at various locations.
2. Obtain estimates of the temporal variability of the ambient noise field.

CONCLUSIONS

(U) The analysis methods available for resolving the ambiguities in towed
horizontal line array data are inherently fallible. They do not permit the accurate
representation of the noise field which was measured. Several different methods have
been used in an attempt to minimize the untrustworthiness of the analysis. Furthermore,
because of the lack of techniques to judge the degree of similarity between tile noise
roses presented in this report and the noise fields which really existed at the time of
the measurements, tile following conclusions are stated with considerable reservation.

(C) The horizontal noise field was either stationary or the TASS experiment
was incapable of assessing stationarity. If the TASS can assess stationarity, then the
horizontal noise field as measured by a line-array changes signilicantly over a period
of 15 nin, a conclusion which casts doubt on the validity of the results of the decon-
volution procedures used in this report. It is important to note that for the 160-Hz
data the null hypothesis was rejected for all 48 legs. At 160 Hz the beams are much
narrower than at the other three frequen6es. For this reason, a small change in array
orientation would introduce a larger degree of nonstationarity in the 160-lz data in
an otherwise stationary noise field !han it would for the lower frequencit'• (which
give wider beams).

(C) The majority of the consistently high-level. low-frt.ittucncy (I l-Hz to
160-Hz) noiw received by n sensor located well within' the Sound Fixing and Ranging
(SOFAR) channel arrived via SOFAR channel propagation. The probable source of
this P'rise was distant shipping which was crossng the waters above the continental
shelf and sipe alonig the west coast of the United States .md near tile Aleutian
Islands. The resulting levels were from approximately (1 to 10 dB higher than the
noise luvels along other azimotit'.

WC) Neither thie beam response nor the. rcsolved horizontal directionalities
for the TASS 40-. SO-. 100-. and 160-1iz data were significantly changed when the
analysis bandwidth was changeo from 1/3 octave to 1110 Hz.

SECRET
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(U) The shape of the noise field horizontal directionality and the degree of
anisotropy (variability with azimuth) was found to be generally independent of
frequency between II Hz and 160 Hz. With the exception of the absolute leveL,
it was possible to reproduce the low-frequency beam response results merely by
smoothing or resampling the higher-frequency results to introduce the effects of
the wider, and perhaps fewer, low-frequency beams.

(S) The narrowbeam data show more evidence of nearby shipping, which
appeared as transients to confound the ambiguity resolution techniques. As a result,
in most cases the ambiguity algorithms failed to resolve the ambiguities in the 160-Hz
TASS and the 38-, 36-, and 29-Hz LAMBDA data.

(C) Only one period during TASS noise measurements passed tests for
stationarity and for only the lowest frequency (40 Hz). This indicates that the
assessment of noise field stationarity is not independent of the array beamwidth.
As beamwidth increased, the measured data appeared more stationary, i.e., the
stationarity assessment is measurement-tool dependent.

(C) All of the LAMBDA results, except for those corresponding to polygons
I and 2, were degraded by array heading errors, which in one case was known to be
approximately 30 deg.

RECOMMENDATIONS

(U) Based upon the experience gained in data collection and analysis for the
experiment, the following recommendations are presented:

I. Use a source (shot or tone) prior to each measurement period to accurately
establish the absolute array heading.

2. Obtain the positions, classes, courses, lengths, and speeds of nearby ships
if the noise data are to be used for model validation and, if feasible, the acoustic signa-
tures for use in spectral analysis.

3. Record both beam and hydrophone outputs whenever possible. If this is
not possible, the output of at least one hydrophone should be recorded.

4. Dedicated experiments should be performed for the purpose of measuring
noise data for noise model validation. In such experiments, a few (1-3) ships whose
physical and acoustical characteristics are well known could be vectored along given
courses to test the modules for propagation loss ,!nd surface ship source levels.

S. Investigate other techniques for co;.....' ,;in leg beam response
data to representative horizontal directionalities,

6. Initiate studies to define criteria whereby the data can b, tested for
stationarity. If data do not pass the tesrs for stationarity. ambiguity-resolution tech-
niques requiring stationarity should be utilized.

SECRET
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7. Obtain ambient noise horizontal directionality measurements in the
CHURCH ANCHOR project area at other times of the year to determine seasonal
variability, if any'exists.

8. If data from more than one measurement system are to be combined
or compared, analysis compatibility with respect to beamwidth, frequency, and
analysis bandwidth should be required.
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INTRODUCTION

(U) The CHIURC ACOReprm twas a joint U .S.-Canadian long-range
acoustic propagation project in the Northeasit Pacific Ocean and W3a conductedb
participants from the naval laboratories. private industry, and the universities. Acoustic

propagation, ambient noise, environmental, and bathymet-ic measurements were taken.

(C') This documen t re ports only the resulIts of horizon tal d irectionality measure-
mients of the ambient noise. The majority of the results discussed herein were prcduced
fromn the data obtained by the two towed line-arrays, the Large Aperture Marine Basic
Data Array (LAMBDA) and *he Towed Array Surveillance System ITASS). with some
inputs of data from the Mutlt i-Elemient Superdirective Array (MESA) of the DefensA:
Rmsarch Eitablishnien t-Pacific t OREP).

(C) The Summary section of this report presents the noise measurement objtx-
tives of the C'HURCH ANCHOR experiments and the conct~sions and recommendations
subsequently developed. The rationale of the oxperiment!% a description of the experi-
mental procedures, and a brief sequence-of-events narrative are presented in the section
entitled IDescription of tlte CHURCH ANCHOR Ambient Noise Measurement Experimient.
The ambiguity algorithms ustxd in (lie data anallysis phase are. discussed individually in the
section entitted Ambiguity Re~solution Techniques. Test results and related discussion
arc presented in the Results srction. 'lhc physical and acoustical chiaracteristics of each

system are given in Appendix A. Appendix B discusses the calibration of LAMBDA
& I and TASS hydrophones. Appendix C contains somie of the noise rowes obtained froml

the LAM,%BDA ;ind TASS data. Appendi-x D) prmsetis the rationale and physical inter-
L Iwetation of the anibignity-resolution tecniques. Aii example Plustrating the-ý effects

of tranienclts, Stich as Ship noisc thait i5 domintiol on only one side,. or 'ig.of a po~lygon-
shazped array course. is also includeid. Appendix E gives portinenit environenotal data

for te tesarea Appe dix Fdcusscs thc ciuality of the, bcam response data and the
smircc%. nature. mitd 11agnitude of the crrors in thc noisc rowes which resulted from thr
inaccuracies arnd ittycrfectioos in tfic at biruity-rcisolution techniqucs. Appendix G
diwswuss the statistwal pr ieeduirs WitihzI to aswscs the randomnstics tl( the TASS noiiw
dati. Finally, AIppendixi 1 dm-seinses the Itorstontal (fire4:ionality results which Were
oblained whrn adaptive proc ýsist# w3-- .itih~ed to generate !he erffetive Want re5,P. ns
data required by the amlitguity. rrsolution a) orithinis lThe rcsults 4rc of tather limited
scope sincc only rdlativc. not absolutc. leweis wcrr obtainecd.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

(U) The horizontal directionality noise roses (resolved noise directionality
plots) presented in this report must be approached with extreme caution. This
warning cannot be too strongly emphasized. Various methods have been used to
obtain different bits of information about the noise field horizontal directionality.
To the knowledge of the authors, there does not currently exist one method for
resolving the ambiguities in the data measured by a horizontal line-array that is
capable of answering all of the questions which could be asked regarding the
directional character of the noise. The methods used herein are no exception.
Each method is incomplete but supplies at least one bit of information about the
noise field which the other methods do not, and each method contains its own
peculiar deficiencies and errors. Thus, by utilizing each method to supply those
unique pieces of information about the noise field, while fully realizing and
understanding the faults and pitfalls as well, a better reconstnrction of the noise
field can be achieved. Unfortunately, at the time these analyses were conducted,
there did not exist a method of estimating the degree of similarity between the
reconstructed noise fields and the noise fields which really existed at the time of
the measurements. Hence, conclusions based on these analyses are stated with
a moderately low confidence.

V
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~1I
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CHURCH ANCHOR AMBIENT NOISE
MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT

RATIONALE

(C) In general, the CHURCH ANCHOR experiment was designed to provide a
data base for select regions of the Northeast Pacific which would permit the:

1. Formulation of decisions related to design, development and deployment
of new-generation ASW systems.

2. Performance prediction of various ASW system options.

3. Diagnosis of specific system detection performance characteristics.

4. Evaluation and refinement of prediction techniques.

(C) Knowledge of the characteristics of the ambient noise field is pertinent to
all of the above. Expected levelE of omnidirectional noise measured near the ocean
surface are well established. The information on directional characteristics for noise
me?.- ired at significantly greater depths and lower frequencies is not as well known.
It :.Th.: irpose of this report to (1) provide a documented noise-measurement data
base and (2) discuss directional ambient noise as measured by TASS, LAMBDA, and
MESA at frequencies below 200 Hz.

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY MEASUREMENTS

(C) The horizontal directionality characteristics of the noise field were sampled
independently by three different arrays; i.e., LAMBDA, TASS, and MESA. Table I
contains the deployment data for these three arrays and Fig. I pinpoints the geographical
locations where the noise measurements were taken.

(C) Both the TASS array (USNS S. P. LEE) and the LAMBDA array (PACIFIC
APOLLO) were towed along five different headings during the noise measurement
periods to enable unambiguous reconstructions of the noise field. The tow-depths of
both arrays were well within the SOFAR channel. For the present discussion the SOFAR
channel will refer to the region in the vertical water column over which continuously
refracted rays travel. The MESA array (ENDEAVOUR) was deployed either on, or near,
the SOFAR channel axis.

(C) The TASS and LAMBDA arrays were towed at approximately 3.5 kt. Both
ships utilized onboard computers to reconstruct the noise field horizontal directionality
from ambiguous beam outputs obtained during the polygon maneuvers.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(U) During each noise day, as many as four polygons were executed by the
USNS S. P. LEE. Each polygon consisted of five sides separated in azimuth by
approximately 72 deg. Each leg was of 1 hr duration; 30 mm for array equilibration
and 30 mm for data acquisition.

(C) The Hansen-Woodyard beamformer was also utilized to form relatively
narrow endfire beams, enabling TASS to better assess the horizontal directionalityof the noise field. The Hansen-Woodyard endfire beam data were taken throughout
all polygons at the four primary analysis frequencies of 160, 100, 50, and 40 Hz.

CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT

USNS S. P. LEE - TASS Array

(C) Aboard the LEE, a NOVA 800 computer sampled and stored for onboard
analysis all TASS low-frequency beams while the analog outputs were being simulta-
neously recorded on magnetic tape. The analog tapes included channels for time-code
and voice. Calibration signals were periodically introduced to enable post-exercise
analysis. Each 30-min measurement period was divided into two 15-min periods. The

,j:i first 1 5-min period was originally intended to be devoted to measurements at 0-dB
system gain, while the second was set apart for measurements with 20-dB system gain.

7.(U) During the 30 min required to stabilize the array following a course change,

the data for the previous leg was to be analyzed by the statistical algorithms and beam-
response plots generated. A result of this onboard analysis capability was the early
discovery that the beam responses corresponding to low system gain remained relatively
constant from leg to leg. A noisc of high level and low variability remained on the
broadside beam even though the array heading changed radically from leg to leg. The
most likely source of this noise was judged to be the beamformer, i.e., the "floor" of
the beamformer was being measured, not ambient noise. As a result, the Technical
Director granted permission to take all subsequent measurements in the high-gain mode.

(U) At the completion of each noise measurement day, the beam response data
from each polygon were processed by the ambiguity-resolution algorithms. The results
were beam response plots and tables of statistical analysis results for all legs. frequencies.
and measurement time periods. Hydrophone profiles were also taken periodically to
insure data quality.

(C) A log of all ships within radar range (about 20 nini) was maintained during
all noise measurement periods, and the TASS lofargrams* were annotated and data
recorded to facilitate the post.-exercise interpretation of the measured noise data,

*Low-frequency analysis and recording.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Shipping surveillance data, however, had very little influence on the interpretation
of the noise data because (1) the aerial surveillances were conducted during the day
following the noise measurements, (2) surveillances near the arrays were sparse, and
(3) the recorded ship positions were not dead-reckoned for times during the noise
measurement periods. Therefore, when a high-level noise was evident in the beam
response data, there was no way to establish the nature and range of the source, unless
that ship (the noise source) passed tie tow ship within the vicinity of the affected
azimuth.

(C) During the first polygon of the first noise measurement day, the ship
LONGVIEW VICTORY came within 500 yd of the LEE to evacuate the ship's master
and an oiler for unavoidable medical and personal reasons, respectively; however,
only one leg of TASS data appeared to have been adversely affected. Two other
deviations from the exercise plan occurred:

I. Electrical power to the array was accidentally turned off; however, only
one of the two I 5-mrin measurement periods was affected. This was not considered
to be serious, since only one would be used in the final analysis.

2. Computer failure was experienced and the stored data for several previous
legs were lost. To restore the data, the analog tapes were played back through the
system at the end of the noise measurements taken that day and the beam data re-
sampled and stored. Data recovery was complete, with no adverse effects caused by
the reconstruction process. This incident demonstrated the utility of the onboard
data analysis capability.

(C) During the noise measurements at a/-I, noises from explosive sources
were received by the TASS array. The explosions were spaced some 8 min apart in
an apparent coded sequence. The effects were observed both in real time and later
in the statistical data (see Appendix G). The real-time effects appeared as overload
signals from the onboard computer, level changes in the Hansen-Woodyard endfire
beam strip-chart recorder, and were visible on the Sanders "waterfall-type" spectrum
analyzer. The regularity of the explosions was such that the time of each event could
-~ usually be predicted with reasonable accuracy. A more complete discussion of the
explosions, (heir sound :evels, and their probably sources and locations is given in
Ref. I. Because of the short duration and long time interval between each event, the
explosions were not viable in the averaged beam response data of either LAMBI)A or
TASS: in fact, they were barely detectable on the TASS lofargranis even though the
graim readers had been alerted to their occurrence.

(C) Post-exerciw analysis included quality assurance checks of the onboard
results and narrowband (Ill 0-Hz) analysis of selected TASS analog data. A result
of the narrowband analysis was the discovery that all 50-liz. I/3-octave data
analyzed onboard were low by approximately 3 dB. The discrepancy was first
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discovered when trying to compare the 1/10-Hz results with the 1/3-octave results.
Select portions of the back-up tapes were then analyzed for the same times and for
the same 1/3-octave bands used when the onboard data were obtained. Agreement
at 40, 100, and 160 Hz was generally withina fraction of a dB, while the onboard
50-Hz data were approximately 3 dB low. This error was attributed to a defective
filter in the onboard 1/3-octave analyzer and was corrected by adding 3.2 dB to the
affected data.

PACIFIC APOLLO - LAMBDA Array

(C) Unlike the TASS system, the LAMBDA system utilizes hydrophone
outputs in digital format as "back-up" rather than analog beam responses. Beams,
however, are formed in real time, and the onboard Data Acquisition System (DAS)
accepts the LAMBDA beam responses and processes them with the All-Bearings
ambiguity-resolution algorithm to yield noise roses. During onshore post-analysis,
these beam responses were utilized in the same ambiguity-resolution algorithms as
were the TASS beam response data. The ambiguous noise-level-versus-azimuth
data resulting from the post-exercise adaptive beamforming analysis of the hydro-
phone data were also utilized in the ambiguity resolution techniques. The results
of the analysis are discussed in Appendix H.

(C) During the second LAMBDA polygon at 1?-3, the Vibroseis source was
operating on one of the analysis frequencies of LAMBDA. The azimuth from
LAMBDA to the source was approximately 159 deg and the source was clearly
evident in the LAMBDA beam response data for all legs of the polygon. Although
this event was not originally scheduled, it was of major importance in that it
accurately established the array headings for this polygon. The heading errors
ranged from 6 to 30 deg, all in the same direction.

(C) During the first leg of polygon 3, the ship GOOD MARINER passed
over the array cable 1,000 ft aft of the PACIFIC APOLLO, c)ntaminating the
LAMBDA beam response data for that leg. As a result, only four legs were used
in the assessment of the horizontal directionality from the data of polygon 3.
During the execution of polygon 4, a system failure occurred, resulting in the loss
of all data for polygon 4. Data recovery was not possible. Just prior to the execution
of polygon 5. the array struck an unidentified underwater object (probably a sub-
surface buoy) damaging the exterior covering of the array. The first and second legs
of polygon 5 were successfully completed before flooding of the components in the
damaged section adversely affected the acoustical performance of the array. Prior
to the start of the third leg, the damaged section was replaced and the measurement
experimnent resumed some 2 hr behind schedule. The delay is not believed to have
had a detrimental effect on the results.
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ENDEAVOR - MESA Array

(U) The MESA data presented later in this document are results obtained from
the processing of only four of the seven elements of the array. A loose connector dis-
covered after 21 September made a three-element group inoperable. Also, in order to
be consistent, all of the MESA data reported herein are from the same four elements.
A discussion of the MESA experiment and data from the entire array will be published
at a later date by DREP.

-:2,
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AMBIGUITY-RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES

METHODS

(U) The analysis of the noise directionality as sampled by a line-array was
accomplished by the use of various (six) algorithms and techniques. Each one
provides a different aspect of the noise field, but none yields the entire picture.
The following gives a short description of the six techniques. Supplementary
information is given in Appendices D and F.

All-Bearings

(U) The All-Bearings method attempts to calculate representative values
for the noise along each azimuth. The utilization of normalized beam outputs
(beam-response levels reduced by 10 times the log of the beamwidth) from an
array having nonuniform beamwidths, the addition and subtraction of noises from
different azimuths and the nonstationary noise field over the duration of a polygon
combine to degrade the effectiveness of this method. The net results are that a
large percentage (sometimes in excess of 40 percent) of azimuths are assigned
negative noise power levels and the ambiguities of transients are not resolved,
giving rise to "ghosts" in the noise ro~es. The All-Bearings result in Fig. F-7 has
been shaded appropriately to distinguish the regions of positive and negative power.

Bearing Ambiguity Resolution (BAR)

(C) The BAR method utilizes the lowest level of measured noise in a given
direction for the noise along that azimuth. If the level along a given azimuth is 4 dB
below the average level, the assumption is made that the noise was received equally
from that azimuth and the ambiguous azimuth. For such azimuths the levels are
reduced by 3 dB.

Modified All-Bearings (MAB)

(U) The MAB estimate for the noise in a given direction is simply the max-
imuni of the All-Bearings and the BAR methods. This union overcomes tile negative
power problem of the All-Bearings method by substituting a measured value for the
negative intensity and replacing low BAR levels along some azimuths with higher
levels which may be more indicative of the average during the measurement time
1 priod. Figure F-7 illustrates the negative power problem fo the All-Bearings method
and the result obtained when the BAR values are substituted for the affected azimuths.
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HIBAR

(U) This method selects the highest of the normalized levels along a given
azimuth. The result along a given azimuth is an upper bound for the normalized
data for the duration of the polygon. All other normalized le .Is along a gwen

azimuth must be less than, or equal to, the HIBAR value. The r.,sults are necessarily
ambiguous in a nonstationary field since the ambiguity of a transient, which appears
as a high level on the ambiguous beam during only one leg, cannot be resolved.

LOBAR

(U) The LOBAR method is essentially the BAR methud modified by the
assumption that for all azimuths the noise came equally from both ambiguous
directions (beams). Hence, the LOBAR results will be identical to the BAR results
in low-noise directions and 3 dB lower than the BAR results in high-noise
directions. The LOBAR results for a given azimuth represent the lowest level the
array could have measured during the measurement time and for the given array
orientations. The LOBAR value along a given azimuth therefore represents a lower
"bound for the normalized data.

Hansen-Woodyard Endfire Beam

(C) Throughout each polygon executed by TASS, the Hansen-Woodyard
endfire beamformer (Ref. 2) was utilized to form relatively aiarrow endfire beams
to obtain unambiguous estimates of the noise field horizontal directionality. At
100 Hz, for example, beamwidth was approximately 23 deg. The SOFAR channel
limiting angles at the CHURCH ANCHOR locations and depths for the TASS were
such that this beam was, for all practical purposes, entirely enclosed within the
SOFAR channel. Hence, the Hansen-Woodyard beam at this frequency was measuring

.1 only noise which arrived by way of the SOFAR channel. By this means the noise
which arrives via SOFAR channel propagation can be measured without interference

:-4 1from nearby noise sources on the surface.

EFFECr OF NOISE FIELD NONSTATIONARITY-
A SIMPLIFIED APPROACH

(U) The following discussion presents a simplified view of a complex problem.
Readers interested in more complete or more rigorous treatments are referred to
appendix D and Refs. 3 and 4.

(U) None of the present methods (0we Fig. 2) for resolving the ambiguities in
the beam response data acluired by a horizontally towed line-array adequately accounts
for the nonstationarity of the noise field. Implicit in each method is the assumption
that the noise field does not change significantly over the time required to execute the
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necessary towing maneuvers required for deconvolution. Unfortunately, very little
of the CHURCH ANCHOR noise data satisfied this assumption. However, before
new methods can be derived which account for the nonstationarity of the noise
field, it is the opinion of the authors that the type of end result which will be
meaningful or representative must first be determined. Then and on!,: then should
the necessary mathematics or algorithms be derived which accomplish the desired
objective. This in itself may be an impossible task. For example, consider the
three consecutive hypothetical beam response patterns in part A of Fig. 2. Each
might bt analogous to what would be obttined during a three-sided polygon
maneuver in a simplified nonstationary noise field. This is clearly a case of
combining "apples" and "oranges" to get something else. In the case of the BAR
and LOBAR solutions, the resolved horizontal directionality pattern in part B does
not resemble any of the three input beam response patterns (apples + oranges +
pears = bananas). The MAB and All-Bearings (part C) result has some features of
all the patterns (apples + oranges + pears = fruit salad). The endfire analysis
(part D) is different (apples + oranges + pears = fruit cocktail) and the HIBAR
result (part C) is different yet (apples + oranges + pears = fruit howl). Whether
any of these six can be consdiered representative of the noise at the times during
which the measurements were taken is doubtful. It is easy to find fault with each
method and -difficult to arrive at a tractable solution. What the answer should be,
or if there even exists one answer which is suitable for all purposes, the authors
do not knfow. However, it is evident that a thorough understanding of each method
is required before the resolved noise field directionalities can be properly interpreted.
Also, because of the imperfections in the present ambiguity-resolution techniques,
the original beam response data have been preserved in Ref. 5; hence, if and when
an improved method is devised, the dpta can be reprocessed.
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RESULTS

BASELINE RESULTS

(C) The results in the following examples are presented in terms of normalized
levels and have been plotted on a per-degree basis. The necessity for this convention
arises when the data are taken by arrays having nonuniform beams as a function of
relative bearing. For analysis purposes, the assumption is made that the noise received
on a beam comes from a continuous distribution of sources, where it may in fact,
effectively come from only one source. Hence, the proper interpretation of the results
requires the reader to keep in mind that the noise along a given azimuthal sector of
width equal to . , beamwidth of the array from which the data were measured is
approximately equal to the average level in that sector plus 10 times the log of the
beamwidth. In the cases of the TASS results this would mean an additional 6 to 16 dB,
and for the LAMBDA results the increase would be from 6 to 14 dB. Furthermore,
the noise could well be due to a single discrete source, such as a nearby ship.

(S) Figures 3 through 6 and 7 through 10 give the noise field horizontal
directionalities obtained from the LAMBDA and the TASS beam-response data,
respectively, for one polygon each during the noise measurement period starting
2 September. The LAMBDA results are for 1/8-Hz bands centered at 38, 29, 23,
and II Hz. The TASS results are for 1/3-.octave bands centered at 160, 100, 50,
and 40 Hz respectively. Each figure contains the results obtained from the HIBAR
(solid), LOBAR (chain dot), and MAB (dotted line) methods. Similar plots of
results for the other two noise measurement days for the two systems are included
in appendix C as figures C-I through C-1 6. The original beam response data from
which these! results were generated are given in Ref. 5 and pertinent environmental
data are included in Appendix E. More complete docun.entation on the environ-
mental data and shipping surveillance will be published by the participating organ-
izations as outlined in the data analysis plan (Ref. 6).

(S) The second polygon of the measurement period was selected to illustrate
the noise measured by t.e LAMBDA system, since the Vibroweis source was operating
at 38 Hz during this polygon and the array heading can be accurately established.
The selection of the TASS polygon data believed to be the most representative of
the ambient noise conditions for that day was bawed on careful consideration of the
statistical data obtained during the onboard data analyses. Thew analyses are
discussed in Appendix G and the pertinent statistical data are included in Ref. 5.
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

w

-- 2

U AB OUNILEVEL 89.8 dB

I -. -LO-OAR METHODj U0" IAETHOO

(U) Figure 3. Horliotital directionalitly nfoise- rosw5. for a ba.-lo ~nwidth
at 38 Ilx obtained from LAMBDA Noiyson -'a1t2 at t?.4 with~ VibrtA
source cvidept at approxinutely 159 deg. (S)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY
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NOIS LEVELVE COD 81.4 /DG Z

H -LOBAR METHOD

..... MAS METHOD

(U) Figure 4. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a 1/j8-Hz bandwidth
at 29 Hz obtained fr,.,rn LAMBDA polygon 2 data at n-3. (S)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

w

I MAB OMNILEVEL - 81.2 d8

HI-BAR METHOD\~ I LU-BAR METHOD
........................................ MAB METHOD

(U) Figure S. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a I /8-Hz bandwidth
at 23 Hz obtaine-d from LAMBDA polygon 2data at 17-3. (S)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY
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MAB OMNILEVEL -79.0 dB

HI-BAR METHOD
-- LO-BAR METHOD

...................................MAB METHOD

1 (U) Figure 6. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a 1/8-Hz bandwidth
at I I Hz obtained from LAMBDA polygon 2 data at 1?- 3. (S)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY
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SMAB OMNILEVEL 70.6 dB
-HI-BAR METHOD

-.- LO-BAR METHOD
......................................MAB METHOD

(U) Figure 7. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a 1 /3-octave bandwidth
at 160 Hz obtained from TASS polygon 4 data at 71-3. (C)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

NN

S
MAB OMNILEVEL -76.9 dB

- HI-BAR METHOD
-LO-BAR METHOD
.................................MAB METHOD

(U) Figure 8. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a 1/3-octave bandwidth
at 100 Hz obtained from TASS polygon 4 data at q-3. (C)
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~4. MAB OMNILEVEL - 86.1 dB

~ HI-BAR METHOD
LO-BAR METHOD

.............................................................MAB METHOD

(U) Figure 9. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a 1/3-octave
bandwidth at 50 Hz obtained from TASS polygon 4 data at 17-3. (C)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY
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S
MAB OMNILEVEL -83.6 dB

HI-BAR METHOD
1.0-BAR METPOD

.......--------------------------------- MAB METHOD

(U) Figure 10. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a 1/3-octave bandwidth
at 40 Hz obtained from TASS polygon 4 data at n-3. (C)
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(U) By displaying the results of three different analysis methods (MAB, HIBAR,
and LOBAR) on the same plot, a qualitative assessment of the various results can be
obtained. The HIBAR method selects the highest normalized beam response value from
the set of all normalized beam responses which are along that azimuth, irrespective of
the leg of the polygon on which it occurs. This method was not designed to resolve the
ambiguity. The LOBAR method is similar to the HIBAR method except that the lowest
normalized beam response is selected and then reduced by 3 dB. This method, unlike
the HIBAR, does give an unambiguous assessment of the noise, since the low noise level
does come from both ambiguous directions, i.e., neither of the ambiguous directions
could have had noise greater than that measured, or the low level could not have been
measured. How low the level of noise from each ambiguous direction actually was
remains indeterminate. For this reason, the noise is assumed to come equally from both
directions, requiring 3-dB reduction in the ambiguous normalized beam responses. This
clearly establishes a lower bound for the normalized beam noise data. The MAB method
was designed to resolve the ambiguity and its result must always be less than the HIBAR
value and greater than, or equal to, the LOBAR value. Now, by comparing the relation-
ships between the different results, the assessment of the most representative noise level
for a given azimuth can be made.

(C) For purpose of illustration, consider the 38-Hz results in Fig. 3 (because
of the large variability in levels, the grid for this figure is 15 dB per inch) for LAMBDA
polygon 2 at 1?-3. During this polygon the Vibroseis source was along an azimuth of
approximately 159 deg at a range of 115 nmi and radiating sound energy at 38 Hz. Hence,
the extremely high noise levels in Fig. 3 near 159 deg are due to the Vibroseis and the high
levels near 65 deg and 300 deg are artificats("ghosts") resulting from the inability of the
MAB method to adeqUately resolve the ambiguity in the source direction. The beam
response plots for each leg of polygon 2 are included in Appendix F together with a
discussion of bearing errors. The results in Fig. 3 are for corrected bearings.

(U) The potential capability of the MAB method to discriminate against
transients or resolve the ambiguity of a high-level noise is approximately equal to
10 log n in dB, where n is the number of legs of the polygon. In the case of a
pentagon, approximately 7 dB discrimination is possible. The high levels in Fig. 3
near 65 deg and 300 deg are excellent examples. Along these azimuths relatively
low levels were measured on four legs, and levels approximately 15 to 20 dB higher
were measured on only one leg each. These were the ambiguous images of the real
source at 159 deg. The MAB value is approximately 7 dB below the HIBAR value,
indicating that levels of the order of the HIBAR occurred only on one leg. Hence,
the MAB result along these azimuths cannot be considered representative of the
noise along these two directions. Either the LOBAR level or something between
the MAB and LOBAR would be more indicative of a representative value. Along
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159 deg, the HIBAR and MAB are in close agreement, indicating that the high levels
. along this azimuth occurred on more than one leg; thus, the MAB is indeed represen-

tative of the noise levels in that direction. When the HIBAR and the LOBAR differ
by only a few dB, nearly any level between the two including the MAB value could
be considered to be representative.

(U) Similar reasoning can be applied to the results in Figs. 4 through 10.
In the TASS results of Fig. 7 for example, the MAB levels are within 3 dB of the
HIBAR level between the 40- and 50-deg azimuths and again near the 90- 11 0-deg
azimuths. Thus, normalized levels on the order of the MAB results could be accepted
as representative levels with a high degree of confidence for these azimuths. Reasonable
confidence could also be placed on the normalized noise levels to the north, since the
MAB-HIBAR differences there are close to 3 dB. For many of the other azimuths,
however, the differences in the HIBAR and MAB results are close to, or exceeding

.* .7 dB. Hence, the MAB results are representative of the noise field for those azimuths
only when they are close to the LOBAR values. As the MAB and LOBAR results
approach the same value, between 270-deg and 360-deg for example, both become
more representative of the normalized noise field. This, however, is not true when
the two results are equal, because this only happens when the All-Bearings algorithm
calculates a negative intensity which is replaced by the BAR result in the MAB method.
Finally, when the MAB result is not close to either the LOBAR or the HIBAR results,
a valid assessment cannot be made beyond the realization that if a level exists which
is indeed representative of the noise in that direction, it must lie between the LOBAR
and HIBAR value. This is the case in Fig. 3 in the southwest directions, and from
about 245 to 260 deg. With these results in mind, it can be concluded that the
azimuths toward the north, northeast, and east were approximately 5 to 8 dB
noisier than the other azimuths during the measurement time period.

(C) Utilizing the same analysis philosophy discussed above makes the 100-Hz
TASS results in Fig. 8 more amenable to interpretation. The high levels of noise at
approximately 150 and 330 deg occurred only on one leg, since the differences
between the MAB and HIBAR results exceed 7 dB. Therefore, the MAB results
cannot be considered representative. In fact, since the HIBAR values are equal,
and both occurred on only one leg, they must necessarily be ambiguous pairs. Again,
the levels to the north and east are higher than the levels along other azimuths and
the agreement between the HIBAR and MAB results is good. Similarly, the variability
along the other azimuths precludes the estimation of a representative level. And

-Z again the conclusion that azimuths to the north and east had consistently higher
level noise is made with a reasonable degree of confidence.

(C) The SO- and 40-Hz TASS results in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, are

more readily interpreted than the previous two. The MAB result approaches either
the HIBAR or LOBAR results over large azimuthal sectors, with relatively smooth
transition from one to the other. In these cases, the MAB result is considered a
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good estimate of a representative value and the conclusion that the noise was 6 to 8 dB
higher along azimuths to the northwest, the east, and the northeast than along any
other azimuths can be made with a high degree of confidence. Great-circle paths from
the array locations along these azimuths of high-level noise intersect the west coast ofthe United States to the east and the Aleutian Islands to the north and northeast. As

the latitude of the noise measurement location decreases (going from 1?-3 to 77-2 to
i?-l) the azimuths of high-level noise migrate toward the north, as would be expected
if shipping near the west coast and the Aleutians was the responsible source.

(S) The analysis of the LAMBDA results for 38, 29, 23, and 11 Hz presented
in Figs. 3 through 6, and Figs. C-9 through C-I 6 are nearly identical in nature to the
TASS results previously discussed. The results for the higher LAMBDA frequencies
(38, 36, and 29 Hz) show a high degree of variability with azimuth; the poor agreement
between the MAB method and the other two methods indicates that determining
representative levels with a reasonable degree of confidence would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible. The results for the lower two frequencies (23 and 11 Hz),
however, are another matter. These results are quite similar to the 40- and 50-Hz
TASS results.

(C) When the shape of the HIBAR and MAB results are compared for the 38-,
"36-, and 29-Hz data (with an approximate 7-dB displacement in the MAB values), the
two curves on each plot are nearly identical. This is interesting in view of the fact that
the HIBAR method was not designed to resolve ambiguities. Hence, the agreement

2 between the two is evidence that the MAB method failed to resolve the ambiguities
in these cases. The same was found to be true of much of the 160-Hz TASS data.

(U) The reason for the failure of the ambiguity-resolution methods to give
reasonable estimates of the noise field horizontal directionalities at the high frequencies
of each system is not a frequency-dependent property of the noise field. Instead, it is
a result of making noise measurements in a nonstationary field with an array having
relatively narrow beamwidths at the high frequencies. The degradation with increasing
frequency is caused by the beamwidth of the array decreasing and the noise field
appearing more nonstationary because the capability of spatial averaging decreases
with the beamwidth.

(S) The time required to complete the polygon maneuver also has a detri-
mental effect on the ambiguity-resolution results. As the time from the start of the
first leg to the end of the last lea invrea.se, the sources of noise, such as nearby and
distant ships. are more likely to exhibit significant changes in range and azimuth.
with corresponding changes in the horizontal directionality of the noise. Hence, as
the nonstationarity of the noise field increases, the allowable time for the polygon
maneuver decreases. Additionally, the problem is compounded by the ftequency-
dependent characteristics of the beam patterns. A noise field which appears relatively
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stationary in the low-frequency results may appear quite nonstationary at higher
frequencies, where the beamwidths are significantly reduced. This is the case in much
of the TASS 40- and 160-Hz data, respectively. The 40-Hz beam response data and
horizontal directionality results show considerably less variability than the data for
160 Hz. This is especially true at the first noise station, in-3 . Evidence that this is
not a noise-field-frequency dependence is obtained by comparing the beam response
"data and resolved directionality results for 36 and II Hz. This comparison yields
results similar to the previous comparison. The 36-Hz results for the narrow beam-
widths show the effects of the noise field nonstationarity more than do either the
I l-Hz results or the TASS results at nearly the same frequency (40 Hz). In the
latter case, both the longer time required to execute a polygon with LAMBDA and
the beamwidths being approximately 80 percent narrower than those of TASS
combined to increase the effective noise field nonstationarity seen by LAMBDA at
36 Hz. As a result, the horizontal directionalities obtained from the LAMBDA
36-Hz data are of questionable validity. This is fairly evident in the figures when
the MAB results are compared with the LOBAR and HIBAR results. Certainly,
very little confidence can be associated with "representative values' obtained from
these data. The same appears true for both the LAMBDA 29-Hz results and the
TASS 160-Hz results.

(S) The conclusion that the LAMBDA 36- and 29-Hz and TASS 160-Hz
directionalities are of questionable value does not imply that eithei the corresponding
beam response data are of little or no value, or that measurements should not be
taken by a narrowbeam array. In fact, the converse is true. If a narrowbeam decon-
volution assessment is required it must be accomplished over a smaller time period.
If it is not required, then the narrow beam will give higher resolution in the beam
--sponse data. It must be remembered that the beam response data is the measured
q,,ontity and should be used by those making system design decisions or performing
mc lel validations. The beam response data contain none of the artificial factors
introdaced by the different methods in attempting to resolve the ambiguities. In
the evnt that resolved horizontal directionalities are required. the beam responses
from the njrrowbeam array can be either sampled or smoothed to create new beam
responses; these would be applicable to an effective array having beamwidth
characteristics co.npatible with the nonstationarity of the noise field in order to
yield meaningful re.olts after ambiguity resolution. Such a procedure was demon-
strated to be feasible vin the present data. The results are discussed in a later section.

(U) Figures 1 1, 12, ad 13 are typical examples of beam response levels from
MESA for 1/3-octave bands centered at 150, 100, and 36 Wz. respectively, for 30
contiguous I-mrin estimates startint on 2G Setntember at 0228Z hours. These data.

as well as the MESA data for the othet weasurenient times and locations, show
single broad maxima and minima. Generally the total excursion from the low
levels to the high levels are approximately 6 to 12. 5 to 10. and 2 to 5 dO for the
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1/3-octave bands centered at 1 50, 100, and 36 Hiz, respectively.

(U) The ME-SA array broad beamwidths (75 deg) and its location (45'05'54"N,
1430 28'00"W) create difficulties in interpreting the horizontal directionalit- of the
ambient noise shown in figures 11, 12" and 13. This location was in the transpacific
shipping lanes, hen;ce, the arriy was potentially subject to nearby shipping noise. And
the broad beamwidths will effectively smear out the diniclisions of a sector of pre-
dominantly high-level noise. This appears to be the case in Figs. 1], 1 2 and 13; noise
emanating from ships over or near the slopes of the Aleutian and Kuril Islands would
arrive at the MESA array in a sector from 295 deg to 320 deg, yet the figures indicate
relatively high ambient noise levels from about 210 deg to 1 0 deg.

(C) At fifst glance these data do not appear entirely consistent with the PASS
and LAMBDA data, since the levels toward the west coast of the United States are
relatively low, and the TASS and LAMBDA data 1generally show high levels along
corresponding azimiuths. The reasons for this inconsistency will be discussed in the
following section.

(C) The general trend of the ambient noise north-south spatial variability
along approximately 143 0W is summarized in Fig. 14 The two curves above 45"N
were derived from an "eyebafl" analysis of the MESA data, while those below, 15'N
are "eyeball" results of resolved TASS data. All results in this figurt: are for 1 00 H-Z
and the levels are relative since only the general shape of the pattern is of importance
here and the gross features of the pattzrns were found to be relatively insensitive to
frequency. More dletailed results can be obtained from the previous figures in this

-~ section, from appendix C, or from Ref'. S.

SOFAR CHANNEL NOISE

(U) The noise recorded by a sensor in the d~ecl ocean comes rmm

sources. In the low-frequtency range from I I to 160 liz the major contributions
are usually wind wave interaction belowv 17 1kz, and shipping, biological, and seismic

tmosethrugholy exlie bateore. Thrinfirst categor isun the wnois adusea o the ChpHovRCtHe
deepO are~a. Theroie genpced rto beachld andee then byooia wand ofpeismwich llinere

sect the surface and/or botioni and gAeneral4y has a vertical arrival angle greater than
th-1 SOFAR clwanuc I limiting angle tvertical anglc for which all rays having a rmnaller
vcrfiical arr ival angle arc trappcd in the channel). (tit the 1resent diweussion thc SQI'AR
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channel will refer to the region in the vertical water column over which continuously
refrac~ed rays travel.) At the TASS and LAMBDA array depths, the channel-limiting
angle was about 14 deg from horizontal. The noise model studies conducted by Wagstaff
(Ref. 7) suggest that the contribution to this category of noise by ships more distant
than a few hundred miles (with the dis!ance increasing with decreasing nearby shipping
density) is usually negligible. The second category includes the noise having vertical
arrival angles less than the channel limiting angle. This noise arrives at the measurement
location by way of continuously refracted paths within the channel. Since the propa-
gation loss along these types of paths is relatively small compared to paths for noise
in the first category, noise from more distant sources car, make a significant contribution
to the noise levels measured by the in-channel sensor. The only requirement is that a
mechanism exist which will efficiently introduce the noise from the distant sources
into the SOFAR channel. In the CHURCH ANCHOR case the responsible mechanism
is believed to be the response of the reflection characteristics of the continental
slopes and shelves to the sound radiated from ships transiting directly above them.
This mechanism will be discussed in more detail below.

(U) In order to gain a better understanding of the noise field in the CHURCH
ANCHOR area it would be desirable to separate the contributions due to these two
different categories of noise. However, iii order to do this the array must have the
capability of accepting all SOFAR channel arrivals while rejecting the higher angle
arrivals of sound generated by nearby shipping, and vice versa. The horizontal line-
array, however, due to the conical shape of the beams, cannot completely accomplish
this. By utilizing the output of the endfire beams, providing they are well matched to
the angular dimensions of the channel, an assessment of the channel energy can be
made which is independent of the noise from the nearby sources. Then by utilizing
the endfire beam outputs for all directions during all of the polygons for one measure-
ment day, a reasonably accurate reconstruction of the horizontal directionality of the
noise which remains trapped in the SOFAR channel can be made. Once this has been
accomplished the results can be Lompared with the directionalities obtained from the
alla-4am results and a relative assessment of the noise contributed by the nearby
ships obtained.

(U) An assessment of both the noise due to nearby sources and that due to
distant sources is vital to the thorough understanding of the noise field for at least
two reasons. In order to validate noise models, the two different categories of noise
jnust first be adt jqltely modeled and then actual noise measurement data must
exist to enable 0he validation of each model separately and together. The second
reason is of a more scientific nature. The depth dependence of the noise field is
k elieved to Ne dependent upon the relative amounts of noise received from the
nearby sources at large vrtical arrival angles and from distant sources at vertical
a-rival angles within the SOFAR channel limiting angles (Ref, 8). Only when the
two types of noise are treated s.parately can the noise depth dependence be under-
stood and. terhaps. predicted.
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(C) To accomplish the oue.ctve f separating the SOFAR channelI noise
from the noise due to nearby (usually within a few hundred miles) sources, the
Hansen-Woodyard beamformer (Ref. 2) was utilized aboard the LEE in conjunction
with TASS to form relatively narrow endfire beams throughout the CHURCH ANCHOR
noise measurement periods. At 100 Hz the Hansen-Woodyard beam is approximately
23 deg between the half-power points, with sidelobes suppressed about 20 dB. For
the TASS noise measurement depths the entire beam was contained within the,
acoustical limits of the SOFAR channel. Therefore, a noise value obtained by the
Hansen-Woodyard beam for 100 Hz was effectively a measure of the noise which
reached the array from a relatively wide azimuthal sector (about 23 deg) by way of
the SOFAR channel. The dashed curve in Fig. 15 was obtained by constructing a
smooth curve between the average levels obtained from the Hansen-Woodyard beam
during the 20-hr noise-measurement period at the -q-3 location. Approximately 150
data samples were taken along various azimuths during the 20-hr period while four
polygons (four revolutions of the array) were being executed. The measured levels
appropriately reduced to account for beamwidth did not deviate more than about
2 dB from the dashed curve of Fig. 15. It is concluded, therefore, that the noise in
the 1/3-octave band centered at 100 Hz, which arrived at this measurement location
via the SOFAR channel, was relatively stationary over the 20-hr time period and
"that this curve is a reasonable representation of the SOFAR channel noise spatially
averaged over the width of the Hansen-Woodyard endfire beam.

"(U) The continuous curve in Fig. 15 is the result obtained when the ambig-
uties in the all-beam data for a polygon maneuver at the same location were resolved
using the MAB procedure. The similarities between the two curves are significant
when one realizes that the all-beam data are a sampling of the entire noise field with
relatively narrow beams (6-18 deg) and the Hansen-Woodyard beam at this frequency
has a wider beam (23 deg) and samples only the noise which arrives via the SOFAR
channel. The irregularities in the noise field directionality curve derived from the
all-beam data are attributed to the presence of nearby ships, the instabilities in the
MAB ambiguity-resolution technique and the increased spatial resolution possible
with the relatively narrow TASS beams.

(U) There are two sectors of high-level noise indicated by the curves shown
in Fig. 15. The first extends from 70 deg to 100 deg. Great circles passing through
the measurement location within this sector would intersect the coast of California.
The second sector of high-level noise extends from 310 deg to 010 deg. Great
circles passing through the measurement point within this sector would intersect

4 the southern coast of Alaska and the Aleutian Islands.
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(U) Figure 15. Comparison between 1 00-Hz average SOFAR channel
noise and the resolved horizontal directionality using the MAB
method and TASS all-beam data for one polygon atq2-3. (C)
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(U) The corresponding curves for locations 71-2 and 77-1 are shown in Figs. 16

and 17, respectively. The expected northerly migration of the eastward-looking high-
level-noise sector as the measurement location shifts to the south is apparent. Also,
in these figures, the high-level-noise sector which looks northwest includes a portion
of the Kuril Islands and the Kamchatka Peninsula.

(U) Figure 18 (Ref. 9) illustrates the shipping count for the day following
"the first noise measurement period. If it is assumed that this distribution is indicative
of the shipping for the days when the noise measurements were taken, the results in

Figs. 15, 16, and 1 7 are not difficult to explain. As the range from the nearby ships
to the array increases, the corresponding contribution to the directionality and total
noise decreases. For intermediate and long ranges, the contributions are negligible.
Ships over a rapidly sloping continental shelf and slope are another matter, however;
each reflection down a sloping bottom reduces the reflected angle by twice the angle
of the bottom slope. With relatively few reflections, a ray can become sufficiently
horizontal to become continuously refracted and trapped within the SOFAR channel,
a phenomenon hereinafter referred to as "downslope conversion." By the conversion
of reflected rays into continuously refracted rays, the noise from relatively few ships
many hundreds of miles away can dominate the noise field horizontal directionality
and the total noise level at a location. This is believed to have been true in the case

. .of the low-frequency noise at CHURCH ANCHOR locations. This mechanism is
more thoroughly discussed in Ref. 8.

(U) Sound transmission enhancement due to downslope conversion of
reflected rays into continuously refracted rays from the west coast of the United
States has been substantiated by a previous experiment. Northrop, Loughridge,
and Werner (Ref. 10) give an example for noise (explosive sources) originating in
"shallow water off Point Arena, California, being recorded by hydrophones at SOFAR
channel depths near Eniwetok and Midway. The maximum levels received corresponded
to shots over the edge of the continental shelf, with levels decreasing seaward and
shoreward. The shoreward reduction was attributed to the increased number of
bounces necessary to get the sound into the channel. The seaward reduction resulted
from the bottom being below channel depth. For sound generated over the slope,
they state "the first bottom reflection is from the continental slope, where the effect
of the steeper bottom slope (3-1/2 deg) becomes important in channeling BR/SR
(bottom reflected/surface reflected) rays into RRR (continuously refracted) rays.
For example, for a surface shot in 300 m of water a ray that is initially the 0-deg
ray steepens to II deg before it strikes the bottom at a depth of 475 m. Upon bottom
reflection, the ray angle is reduced to 4 deg, and the raybecomes continuously refracted.
Steeper rays become RRR after one or more bottom reflections on the lower continen-
tal slope." Officer (Ref. 11) also discusses this same mechanism for sound becoming
trapped in a SOFAR channel.
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- -- SOFAR CHANNEL
NOISE (HANSEN-
WOODYARD RESULT)
TASS ALL-BEAM
NOISE RESULT

M' (U) Figure 16. Comparison between 100-Hz average SOFAR channel
noise and the resolved horizontal directionality using the MAB
method and TASS all-beam data for one polygon at ?1-2. (C)
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A ~ - TASS ALL-BEAM
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(U) Figure 17. Comparison between 100-Hz average SOIFAR channel
noise and the resolved horizontal directionality using the MAB

A method and TASS all-beam data for one polygon at q-1. (C)
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(C) Another indication that downslope conversion is the responsible mechanism
is the low level of noise measured along azimuths to the Juan De Fuca Strait. More than
200 ships were observed in the immediate vicinity of the straits during the aerial sur-
veillance flights. However, the measured noise levels along these azimuths were on the
order of 7 to 8 dB lower than along the azimuths to the much less dense shipping region
south of the Mendocino Escarpment. By comparing the bathymetry of the two regions,
it is observed that the 2000-fathom line is nearly 400 miles from the Juan De Fuca Strait,
whereas it lies less than 60 miles from the coast south of the Mendocino Escarpment.
This clearly indicated that noise originating near the shelf and slope south of the escarp-
ment requires fewer reflections to enter the SOFAR channel than does noise originating
near the Juan De Fuca Strait. Fewer reflections to become channelized means less power
loss due to bottom contact. Therefore, a few ships along the continental slope and shelf
below the Mendocino Escarpment can introduce the same amount of noise into the
SOFAR channel as can a greater number of ships north of the escarpment.

(C) Similar high levels of noise along azimuths toward the west coast and the
Aleutian Islands were observed in the Hansen-Woodyard endfire beam data and the
unambiguous (bearing ambiguity resolved) data for other frequencies (Ref. 5). The
effect, however, is less pronounced; this is believed to result from (1) the width of the
Hansen-Woodyard beam not being as well matched to the limiting angle of the SOFAR
channel at the other frequencies, (2) the smearing effect of the increased TASS beam-
widths at lower frequencies, and (3) the increased attentuation at high frequencies for
the noise from distant sources.

(C) The effect of this same mechanism is observable in the MESA data and
provides an explanation for the presence of only one region of high-level noise and not
two as in the TASS and LAMBDA data. The high levels of noise in the MESA data are
along azimuths of great-circle paths to the Aleutian Islands, and the responsible mechanism
is believed to be downslope transmission in this case as well. Toward the east and south-
east along azimuths of great-circle paths to the west coast of the United States, the levels
are not significantly high. This is probably due to the MESA noise measurement locations
(above 450N) being considerably higher in latitude than those of TASS and LAMBDA
(below 39'N). As a ,esult, great-circle paths from the MESA locations to the west coast
of the United States are nearly parallel to the coast. The slope of the continental shelf
and slope is very shallow along these paths, eliminating the downslopc conversion effect
from the west coast to the MESA locations. Hence, the absence of the high-level noise
along easterly azimuths in the directionalities measured by MESA is to be expected it'
downslope conversion is actually the mechanism responsible for the sectors of high-
level noise. The downslope conversion effect will deflect the paths from the west coast
out into the ocean basin and prevents these paths from reaching the MESA locations.

TEMPORAL VARIABILITY

(U) Since the temporal variability in the C(IiURC(t ANCHOR ambient noise
horizontal directionality data cannot be assessed for time periods longer than I I days,
only the short-term variability will be discussed in this section.
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(C) Forty-eight of the fifty-five polygon legs (TASS) executed by the LEE at
stations 77-3, r?-2, and t1-I contained two contiguous 15-min measurement periods in
which the beamformer gain remained unchanged. The manner in which these acoustic
measurements were acquired made possible an objective comparison of the first measure-
ment period data with data from the second measurement period for each of the 48 legs.
The 23 samples of 1/4 sec each, I per beam, acquired within a 6-see period were treated

1 as a sample from a multivariate population. Hence, each measurement period produced
150 23-element vectors.

(C) If the average level for each beam remained unchanged in the 1/2 hr which
contained two measurement periods, the average of the difference between corresponding
samples from the two measurement periods would not be expected to differ significantly
from zero. Zero, in this sense, means a 23--element vector with all 23 elements equal to
zero. The Hotelling T2 -Test for paired data, the multivariate analog of Student's t-Test
for paired scalar data, was used to test the hypothesis of no change in beam response
between the two measurement periods. At the I-percent significance level there were
only two of the 48 legs for which the hypothesis could not be rejected for all four
frequencies under study (40, 50, 100, and 160 Hz). For one of these legs the 40-, 50-,
and l00-Hz data were not significantly different from zero. For the other leg, the 40-
and 50-Hz data were not significantly different from zero. Both of these legs occurred
at station i?-2:

(C) In general, then it is reasonable to conclude that the TASS experiment was
incapable of detecting the stationarity of the horizontal noise field, assuming that the
field was, in fact, stationary, or - alternatively - that if the TASS was able to assess
stationarity, then the horizontal noise field as measured by a line-array changed signi-
ficantly over a period of 15 min, a conclusion which casts doubt on the validity of the
results of the deconvolution procedures used in this report. It is imp6rtant to note that
for the 160-Hz data the null hypothesis was rejected for all 48 legs. At 160 Hz the
beams are much narrower than at the other three frequencies. For this reason, a small
change in array orientation would introduce a larger degree of nonstationarity in the
160-Hz data in an otherwise stationary noise field than it would for the lower frequen-
cies (which give wider beams).

,-(C) The temporal variability in the TASS and LAMBDA noise measurements,

as determined by comparing average beam response measurements between measurement
periods which are separated in time by at least 5 hr for TASS and 10 hr for LAMBDA,
was greatest for the data from location 1?-3. The variability at all locations decreased
with decreasing frequency, a manifestation of the inverse relationship between beamwidth
and frequency. Figures 19 through 22 illustrate the extremes in this variability for the
40-tHz TASS results. Figures 19 and 20 are plots containing three curves each. These
curves were obtained by plotting the maximum, mean, anti minimum values for the
40-Hz TASS results. Figures 19 and 20 are plots containing three curves each. The,%
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(U) Figure 19. High, mean. and low beam response plots
for 40 Hz and leg S of the TASS polygon at q~-3. (C)
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.~' ~ (U) Figure 20. Highi, mear., and low beam reiponse plots
for 40 Hz and log 5 of the TASS polygons at vi-I. (Cý)
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curves were obtained by plotting the maximum, mean, and minimum values for the
40-Hz all-beam outputs for the last leg of each polygon at 1?-3 and 17-l, respectively.
Hence, the values which make up the high and low curves in Fig. 19 are outputs of
the highest and lowest recorded levels, respectively, for each of the 23 TASS beams
for the last leg of each of the 4 polygons at r-I The curve within these 2 extremes
:s composed of the 23 mean values for the 4 sets of 23 beams. Figure 20 is the same
type of plot for the three polygons exetat -l. The results shown in these figures
are indicative of the magnitude of the fluctuation as a function of azimuth for the
times when the data were taken. Similar results were obtained for the other foul
sets of legs at these two locations.

(S) The three curves in both Figs. 21 and 22 were obtained by utilizing the
"MAB method to resolve the ambiguity in tile five sets of high, low, and mean beam
responses for r7-3 and n-I, respective-ly. The regions of high-level noise in these

figures are toward the Kuril and Aleutian Islands to the northwest and toward the
west coast o0 the United States in the easterly directions. Sectors in which the noise
was relatively stationary are delineated by the proximity of the high and low noise-
level curves. Even when the maximum levels in the low-level-noise direction are
combined with the mininmum levels in the high-level-noise direction, the general
shape of the directionality pattern is the same. [he two high-level-noise regions
remain high'lt:vel-noisc directions. This is an indication that the fluctuations in the
"widebeam" data do not seriousiy degrade the horizontal directionality results. This
conclusion cannot, however, be generalized to include other ocean areas where the
acoustic propagation and shipping conditions are different, or include results at the
same lotnin for frequencies yielding significantly narrower beamnwidths. The I l-Hz
LAMBDA ruiults would fit into tile same category as the 40-ttz TASS results; the
36- or 38-Hz LAMBDA results, however, would not. Even thoutgi the noise field
at 36 and 38 Hz is nearly the same as thOl at 40 Hz, the smaller beainwidths of
LAMBDA at these frequencies increav the average twain responsc flnctuations Well
onl each beam. T'li siamec is true for the I 60-liz TASS results,. Again it should be
stres.ed that this effect is a beamwidth-related phcnoincnon and not a *requetwy-

: dependnt propierty of the noist field.

6i) ]he no-ximln tine TASS occupid one station w•s 20 hr. the duration
Sof four pol.,!ons. LAMBDA, however, executed polygon 3 at q-I on 8 and 9 Scl-

~ tembr and I I days later executed polygons 5 and 6 at the samn lnoat.on. thus
J achieving tile lonlget time lapll- at one ýIation. W•lcn it" tcanm resnonwe data were

ko-. parcd tfr the I O-hr Wparation betwevn IOlygons 5 and 6 and thcn each of thew.
A c•+unilad to the eam rvsponsc data for polygon 3 t[ken I d kays carlier. no tirlnd

in the data w:,.% deteted. tVigu"c 231 :is a typical caitmpir of the rsults ohtmocd
Vwhen tie uiree 29-Ht beaam rv.pontse plots f(., thc thlrd lcst of each polygon Nkw zrc
kvimprvd. Tw dashed. volid, and chait-dot cu.vcs ara for ýjx-gong 3, 5. ýianl 6.
resprctively. Ties.c rcsults we-r mndwiic of Ohe sarne ty p.• of- i*ipa-rm--m tot Othe.

legs anld for the 36-1Hz data.
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f•.•..-•(U) Figure 2 1. NAH horizontal directionalities for tihe high, mecan,ard
•,i• low beam responses foi all 40-Hz TASS polygon legs at n-3. (C)
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(U) Figure 22. MADi horizontal directionalitk- for the high, mcati,
and tow beam~ respotses for all 40-Hz TASS polygon legs at n- I. (C)
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

w

- - - POLYGON 3

-- POLYGON 5
-.- POLYGON 6

(U) Figure 23. Comparison of 29-Hz LAMBDA beam response
data for leg 3 of polygons 3, 5, and 6 at 17-l. (S)
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(U) No trend in the temporal variability for time periods up to 11 days was
evident in any of the CHURCH ANCHOR horizontal directionality data. Longer term
trends, however, are expected and would probably be correlated with seasonal changes
in propagation conditions, shipping routes, and commercial fishing.

• ] I NOISE FIELD PROPERTIES

Narrowband Versus Wideband Results

(C) Three different bandwidths were used to assess the horizontal direction-
ality of the noise field. One-third octave bandwidths were used on both the TASS
and the MESA data. A 1/I 0-Hz bandwidth was also used on selected TASS data and

J a 1/8-Hz bandwidth on the LAMBDA data. In order to compare data taken by one
system with data taken by another system, the effect of the differences in analysis
bandwidth must first be understood. To facilitate this, the TASS beam response data
and resulting horizontal directionalities for the two different bandwidths were compared.

(C) Figures 24, 25, and 26 are typical examples of the comparison between
the 1/3-octave and I / 10-Hz beam response data. These data were acquired during
the first polygon at station 17-1 for the 8 to 9 September measurement period. In
some cases the levels differ by as much as 4 to 5 dB along a given azimuth but the
total noise level is not significantly different. These differences may result because
the I/10-Hz analysis covered only 320 sec within a 15-main measurement period.
Differences may also result when the 1/I 0-Hz band is a poor estimate of the spectral
content in the 1/3-octave band. In general, however, the beam responses have the
same shapes and the same degree of anisotropy. The reconstructed noise fields for
the same time period and the two different analysis bands are compared in Figs. 27
through 30 for 160, 100, 50, and 40 Hz, respectively. The solid curves in these
figures are the 1/3-octave results, and the dashed curves are the 1/10-Hz results. It
is evident from these figures that the directionalities are not significantly different.
The azimuths of high-level noise for one analysis bandwidth are the same for the
other bandwidth. The differences between the absolute levels along any one azimuth
are generally less than 2 or 3 dB. The total noise or equivalent omni-levels differ at
most by approximately 2 dB for all frequencies. No significant difference in horizontal
directionality is attributable to analysis bandwidth for any of the CHURCH ANCHOR
data.

Noise Field Directionality Characteristics - Frequency Independence

(S) The beam response data for the LAMBDA, TASS, anid MESA systems
indicate that the degree of anisotropy measured by each system decreases with
decreasing frequency. Whether this phenomenon is a property of the noise field,
a result of the frequency characteristics of the measuring tool, or a combination of
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:1 BEAM RESPONSE DATA

1/10Hz
-1/3 OCTAVE

(U) Figure 24. Comparison of TASS beam response data at
1 60-Hz for 1/3-octave and 1/1I0-Hz bandwidth analysis,
leg 1 of polygon 1 at station q-1. (C)
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

2 7

1/10 Hz
-1/3 OCTAVE

(U) Figure 25. Comparison of TASS beam response data at
1 00-Hz for 1/3-octave and 1 /1I0-Hz bandwidth analysis,
leg 5 of polygon 1 at station i?-l. (C)
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

A0

0050 0s

7 #0
NOIS LEVL (0//w /HI

CI

1/10 Hz
1/3 OCTAVE

SFigure 26. Comparison of TASS beamn response data at

~ 50-Hz for 1/3.-octave and 1 /10-Hz bandwidth analysis,
leg 3 of polygon I at station in-I. (C)
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3/ OCTAVE

(U) Figure 27. Comparison of TASS horizontal directionality
noise roses at 160-Hz; I /3--octave and I /I 0-Hz baindwidth
analyses for polygon I at station 12-1. (C)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

1~W
Q00ý J0 40#

q. , 1/10 Hz
-1/3 OCTAVE

(U) Figutc, '48. Con parison of TASS horizontal directionality
ntoise roses zit I100-Hz. 1/3--octawe and 1;1 0-Hz bandwidth
analyses for polygon 1 at stationqw-l. (C)
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1/1OHz
-1/3 OCTAVE

* (U) Figure 29. Comparison of TASS horizontal directionality
11o15c rowes at 50-Hz; 1/3-octave and I /I -Hz bandwid th

* ~analyses for polygon I at station q~-1. (C)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

1/3 OCTAVE

t (U) Figure 30. Comparison of TASS horizontal directionality
noise roses at 40-Hiz; 1/3-octave and 1/1 0-Hz bandwidth
analyses for polygon I at station in-I. (C)
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these and possibi:' other effects is open to question. A partial, but not complete,
resolution can be obtained by comparing the data from the different systems and by
applying special analysis procedures. Consider, for example, the beam response curves
in Fig. 31. The solid curve is the plot of the 61 beam response levels at 36 Hz for the
second leg of the third LAMBDA polygon. Variations in level of 4 or 5 dB within
10 deg of azimuth for this curve are not uncommon. The dashed curve in this figure
is the plot of the 21 beam response levels at I I Hz for the same time period. This
curve is smoother than the previous onie, with variations in level less than 2 dB within
10 deg generally being the rule. The third curve is the result of sampling the 61 beam
response data points of the 36-Hz data to generate 21 new beam response values,
which include the effect of the increased beamwidth at 11I Hz. This last curve compares
very favorably with the curve for I I Hz. The degree of smoothness and general shape
are the same. This type of comparison was n.ade for other legs and other frequencies,
with the results being essentially the same. In addition, the mod:fied or smoothed
beam responses for the 36-Hz data were utilized in the MAB method to obtain
horizontal directionality estimates. The resulting comiparisons between the horizontal
directionality plots for the modified 36-H? data and the 29-, 23-, and I11-Hz measured
data are given in Figs. 32, 33, and 34. The overall agreement in the directionalities is
reasonably good.

(S) The fact that data at one frequency can be smoothed to produce thc
general shape and reduction in the degree of anisotropy seen in lower frequency data
taken by the same system indicates that the phenomenon is relatea to the mneasure-
ment tooil and is not a characteristic of the noise field This is also suggested by the
degree of anisotropy obtained by each of the three measurement systems for frequen-
cies near 36 Hiz. The LAMBDA, for example, which has beamwidths nearly an order
of magnitude narrower thtan TASS, shows excursions in the beam response levels ini
exces of 8 dB within 10 deg of azimuth. The TASS. however, shsles thn4c
in 10 deg of azimuth. The MESA. whosr! beamwidths are nearly five timnes those of

~~.. TASS, generally measured lem thuii 2 or 3 dH in 60 deg of azimuth, Hence, the
anisotropy which is measured appears to be depcndent on the acoustical character-
isticsi of the mneasureinent tool, Therec is no evidencev in the CHURCHWI ANCHOR
horizontal noise data which sugges th is phenomencon is other than a resiult of the
fre4quency-depcodent acoustical characteristics of the ineasureniemit tools,. it iatb
explained simply in termis of the frequency-dependent cactrtisof the
mecasurentent tool.

(S) Fuirthter evidence, of (the frequcncy independvoeix of the directional
-haracteristics Of tlie noiske field c'An be obtained by compariog TASS asid L4MIJDA
r'ýsult5 at fre(uzn~c~ie for which the twamwidths are approximatcly ics~kal and for
mncaisurcinent periods which wre ncar!y coincident in timec. Thc hC1111widtins for
TASS at 160 lIU and 100 lIz compare favorably with thote (Pr LAMBDA at 2~1 tie
and 21 lHZ. respectivwly. althoghl th1c nta.wlcr of LAMBDA beams at cachi fre-quency
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

X, %

taW

'NN

S

36 Hz (ORIG)

Jý 11 Wz (ORIG)

I -.- 36HZ(11-HZ
BEAMWIDTH)

I ~(U) Figure 31. Comparison of LAMBDA poiygon 3, leg 2, 1141lz
I ~beam response data with 36-Hz and 36-Hz smoothed-beam

respons data for the same leg. (S)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

W E

MODIFIED
MEASURED

(U) [urc 2. (ornariton of 19-1hz nQosw rosw with rnodifted
(samnpled and smooth-ed) 30-Hz noise tow for LAMB3DA
data, station qI (S)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

4N

-- 0.

IJ

IL

S--MODIFIED
-- MEASURED

(S) Figure 33. Comparison of 23-Hz noise rose with modified
(sampled and smoothed) 36-Hz noise rose for LAMBDA

•-.•,, •data, stationq -1. (S)
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I HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

4(4 N

W

NOS EVL(1//~f'1E Z

I MODIFIED
MEASURED

(S) Figure 34. Comparison of 11I-Hz noise rose with modified
(sampled and smoothed) 36-Hz noise rose for LAMBDA
data, station q-1. k~S)
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greatly exceeds the number of TASS beams. In comparing these data, note that because
of the length of time required to complete a leg (LAMBDA, 2 hr; TASS, 1 hr), only
LAMBDA legs 1, 5, 6, and 10 have the same headings at approximately the same times.
as TASS legs 1, 10, 11, and 20, respectively, on a given noise measurement day.

(S) Figure 35 illustrates the results of one such comparison. Here the dashed
curve is for the TASS 160-Hz beam response data for leg 1 of polygon ! at 1?- 3 . The
solid curve is the LAMBDA 29-Hz beam response for leg I of polygon 1, also at 11-3.
The separation distance between the two arrays at this time was about 20 nmi, with
LAMBDA being approximately due east of TASS. An additional 15 dB has been added
to the 160-Hz data to facilitate directionality comparison; no comparison of the
absolute levels will be attempted, since the two sets of data are for radically different
frequencies. The analysis bandwidths are also different, 1/3-octave for the TASS data
and 1 i8-,z for the LAMBDA data, but this was shown previously to have a negligible
effect.

(S) The two directionality patterns displayed in Fig. 35 are remarkably
similar considering the differences in the two corresponding frequencies and considering
that at 29-Hz LAMBDA has more than twice as many beams as TASS. All of the high-
noise sources in one curve are present in the other and on nearly the same azimuths,
despite the spatial separation of the two arrays. This indicates that the sources are
fairly distant from both arrays. The 160-Hz data appears more "spikey" in nature
as a result of TASS having only 23 beams; hence, a noise from a discrete source would
most likely appear on only one beam. LAMBDA, however, has 49 beams at 29 Hz and
a discrete source will appear on at least two beams, thus giving a less "spikey" appearance
to the beam response data. Also, the LAMBDA data exhibits 3 to 4 dB more anisotropy
(excursion in level with azimuth.) than the TASS data. This is believed to be due to the
wind noise, which established the background noise threshold at 160 Hz but not at
29 Hz, and to the lesser capability for sidelobe suppression of TASS as compared to
LAMBDA. Similar results were observed at other times, frequencies. and locations.
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

I9 N

W

~ ~ V 160-HzTASS+ 15dB
29-Hz LAMBDA

(U) Figure 35. Superposition of 160-Hz TASS beam response
data with 29-Hz LAMBDA beam response data; both data
for polygon I, leg I, at ql-3. (S)
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APPENDIX A
NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS

(S) Three systems were deployed for horizontal directionality data acquisition
in CHURCH ANCHOR. They were the LAMBDA system, the TASS, and the MESA.
LAMBDA and TASS are towed line-arrays 1219 m and 207.3 m in length, respectively.
LAMBDA has the additional capability of operating in a stationary mode by means of a
drogue chute. The MESA system consists of a seven-element (only four were used in
CHURCH ANCHOR due to equipment failures), 6-ft-diameter circular or hexagonal
array with one of the seven hydrophones suspended 20 ft below it. It is relatively
stationary, once launched. The acoustic characteristics of all three systems are sum-
marized in Table A-I, and the data analysis summarized in Table A-2.

(S) Table A-I. Measurement systems acoustic characteristics. (U)

Array Characteristics LAMBDA TASS MESA

Number of Hydrophones 44 34 7*

Hydrophone Spacing 62.5 ft 14.5 ft Circular array
of six elements
around a 6-ft
dia. and one sus-

." ...... pended below
Frequency Response 4.5 - 53 Hz 10 - 160 Hz 20 -- 800 Hz

Array Acoustic Aperture 2750 478.5 ft 6 ft

Number of Preformed 65 at 38 Hz 23 6
Beams

Bearing Resolution 1.80 (broadside 5.00 (broadside 37.50 at 150 Hz
at 38 Hz) at 160 Hz) (with seven elements)

Sidelobe Suppression -30 dB 22 dB 17 dB

"Minimum Beamwidth 3.50 at 38 Hz 5.0' at 160 Hz 75' below 200 Hz

*Due to an electrical difficulty, only four were used in the data reported herein.
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(S) Table A-2. Data analysis for LAMBDA, TASS, and MESA. (U)

Frequency (Hz) Time (sec)

Array Center Bandwidth Sample Integration/Averaging

LAMBDA !1 1/8 Hz "" 2400

23 1/8 Hz - 2400

29 1/8 Hz "- 2400

36 1/8 Hz "- 2400

38 1/8 Hz -- 2400

TASS 40 1/3 oct 0.25 37.5 One hundred fifty

50 1/3 oct 0.25 37.5 1/4-sec samples per

100 1/3 oct 0.25 37.5 15-min measurement

160 1/3 oct 0.25 37.5 period (each frequency)

40 1/10 Hz 10.0 320

50 1/10 Hz 10.0 320

100 1/10 HIz 10.0 320

160 1/10 Hz 10.0 320

MESA 23 1/3 oct 60 60 to 300

36 1/3 oct 60 60 to 300

100 I/3 oct 60 60 to 300

150, 1/3 oct 60 60 to 300
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LAMBDA

(C) Figure A-1 is a data-flow diagram for the onboard data acqui-Nition and
reduction system used to analyze the LAMBDA ambient noise beam data. The
onboard data analysis technique to derive an estimate of the noise field direction-
ality utilzes data from multiple array headings, the All-Bearings algorithm,
and the DAS. The algorithm is described in Appendix D. and Ref. 1 2 describes the
DAS, a programmable analyzer based en a mini-computer (HP 2100A). In this

4 application it has been programmed to accept the amplitude-versus-azimuth data
from the oscilloscope of the LAMBDA array system for five different course headings.
An estimate of~ the ambient noise field directionality is derived from these data using the
All-Bearings algorithm. During powt-analysis, the MAR, HIBAR, and LOBAR algorithms
were used to resolve the ambiguities. These methods are also discussed in Appendix D.

TASS

(C) Figure~ A-2 illustrates the data flow for the noise data acquisition and
reduction system used to analyze the TASS ambient noise beam data. Noise intensity
data sequences for 23 be-ams in four frequency bands were retrieved from storage at
the completion of the final leg of each polygon. Polygons were exe cuted with the
beamformer in high gain or low gain, a 20-dB gain differince. The mecan intensity of
each s-equence except the Hansen-Woodyard endfire beam data is utilized by the
All-Bearings, BiAR, HIBAR.- and LOBAR algorithms. These algorithm,. are described
in Appendix D. Usv of these algorithms yields assessments of the noise field azimuthal
directionality for each setting, frequency, and polygon.

MESA

(U) IFigure A-3 illustratcs the MESA noise 01ata acquisition and reduction
system. Outputs of sir hydrophones are processed inmanlog electronics to form six
super-directivie beamis at (Akdeg intervals with widths ranping (roml 112_ deg below
80 Hz to 75 deg niwr 20G, lz. Thewe beams are digitally sampled and spectrumn-
analyzed siniltaweously. uiing a sysitent based ovn an IlP 2100 d igital conipuler and
Fast Fourier TransfOrm (F)hardware package. Noiso mneasuremnentsi are averaged

an rcodd on c~iz-til magnetic tape. while the speetmia are displayed on a CRI' and
hard copiesarc producied for nmoitoring pupss In addittion to these digital

* rcords, the outputs htoi the array are recorde-d on a 14-track VIM4 tape recorder.
together with voicv and time wcd infornu.'ion.
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PACIFIC APOLLO PACIFIC APOLLO

PROCESSOR ICPLARRAY

I I.]
OAS PACIFIC APOLLO DIGITAL

OSCI LLOSCOPE MAGNETIC
INTERFACE DI TAPE RECORDER

IL I
MINICOMPI )TER ETO
HP 2100ASEECO

RAISBECK ALGORITHM

IPLOTlERI.. (CRT) .

.U) Iigurc A-I. PACIFIC APOLLO onbvoiard data f'kow diagram. (U)
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APPENDiX B
PRE-CHURCH! ANCHOR MEASUREMENTS

CALIBRATION OF INDIVIDUAL HYDROPHONES

LAMBDA

(S) Hydrophone calibration was done in two parts. Five hydrophones were
calibfated at thre NUC TRANSDEC facility. An effort was made to calibrate the
remaining hydrophones at sea, utilizing towed sources at 11, 23, and 38 lz. This
scheme produced results that suggested a range in sensitivity of 1 2 dB for all the

* LAMBDA hydrophones. These calibration data are contained in Ref. 13.

TASS

(C) The bulk of calibration data for TASS was accepted from Chesapeake
Instruments Corporation. At the NUC calibration facility at Lake Pend Oreille, an
independent calibration was performed onl one portion of thre array for both low
and high frequencies (30 to 300 Hz and 150 to 1000 Hz). A detailed description
of the procedure and results of the TASS hydrophone sensitivity measurements
canl be found in Ref. 14. In general, the fluctua~tion in sensitivity of all hydro-.
phones in the array showed mvaximuni excuirsions of approximately 4 dB.

INTERSYSTEM CALIBRATION COMPARISON TESTS

TASS

(C) At-sea tests prior to CIIURHi ANCHOR, rclated to a number of noisc-
reduction experimcrnts. Some tDoidc ww5 of vibrition isolition "Modt-IS in an effort
to reduce self-noisc conntaminition (!er. 1Wf. 1 5). At-ve* cxpi~rimcr~s were also

~ ,. condudctd with the NUC SPARIOMY and SM)NO1IVVIt tqoit untethered ývhiciuiK
for measuring ambhient sea noise) to determinc the muitnmum tow speed and fr!:quenCyA l ~noise as a funolton of low Spced and frequnctiy with as-Nciiied compnqents of tow-

iL cab'le v:1'ratio~nwul.dor radiate-d noise from the low vessel 3re contained inl part 11 uf
Itcfs. 16b and 17, a d Ref. 18.

(0) A di scwsion of enrwsinherent in th y.esudto. acquire the noise
dita and 11w methods, employed inlO jtheanlyu: is of nccet~itv c tn kx. Masure-
IncnIi cri-or arc conliple-x funct ions of:
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I. Ambiguity caused by the conical shape of the be,,,_ -- termining
direction of sound arrival, the vertical angle of sound arrival, ;i the ! ite beamwidths.

2. Possible beam pattern degradation caused by mino, .:stationarity per-
turbations in the array geometry including array tilt and curvature-

3. Beam pattern degradation caused by variation in hydrophone sensitivities.

4. Bearnformer errors (including data transmission system).

5. Accuracy of the array heading sensor (LAMBDA had no sensor).

6. Calibration of the beam sensitivities.

(U) One error caused by beam shape is that different beams aligned along the
same azimuth will measure a different noise field. This factor would be present even
if each beam were unambiguous. The resultant error decreases as the arrival angles of
the significant noise contributions approach the horizontal and as the array beamwidth
increases.

(U) The combined effect of items 2, 3, and 4 is measurable and shows that for
the main lobes there is no significant degradation from the theoretical in shape arid
sensitivity (± I dB), and the sidelobe levels are better than 17 dB below the nain )obc
levels.

(C) T1he combined effects of items 2, 4. and 5 on bearing accuracies haiv been
measured for TASS and found to be approximately 2 dc-g to 3 deg.

(C) 'The array heading error alone for LAMBDA was approximately 30 deg
in one instance during the CHURCH ANCHOR noise measurement experiments.
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APPENDIX C
Ell, AMBIENT NOISE HORIZONTAL DIRECTIGNALITY

9 (S) Th:.Ž figures in this appendix show the ambient noise horizontal direction-
ality ".F measured by the LAMBDA and TASS arrays, with the bearing ambiguities

]I °resolved by the HIBAR, MAB, and LOBAR methods. Figures C-I through C-8 are
TASS results for 160, 100. 50, and 40 Hz. Figures C-9 through C-1 6 are LAMBDA
results for 36, 29, 23, and 11 Hz.

Ii
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

I MAB OMNILEVEL -69.5 dB

HI-BAR METHOD
LO-BAR METHO0D

..................................MAB METHOD

I (U) Figure C-I. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a

I I /3-ociave bandwidth at 1 60 Hz obtained from TASS
polygon 3 data at 1?-2. (C)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

IE

MAB OMNILFVEL - 75.5 dB

-HI-BAR METHOD
-- LO-BAR METHOD

............................................MAD3 METHOD

(U) Figure C-2. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a
1 13-octave bandwidth at 100 Hz obtained from TASS
polygon 3 data at a~-2. (C)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

~NOTSE LEVEL (DB//1,P4 /DEG HZ)

MAB OMNILEVEL -84.4 dB
-HI-BAR METHOD

LO-BAR METHOD
..... AAO METHOD

(U) Figure C-3. Horizont~al directionality nois rowsc for a
I /3-octaxve bandwidth at 50 Hz o. ained iron AS
polygon 3 data at 1?-2. (C)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

% %

I MAB OMNILEVEL -82.9 dB
-Hl'8AR METHOD
- LO-BAR METHOD

.........................................MAB METHOD

(U) Fi~r C4. Horizontal directionality noi-w toses f - a
I /3-octave bandwidth at 40 Hz obtained froin TASSj ~polygon 3 datli at il-2. (C)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

?lo

•0O 3. 5--0. 340 4'S • NOME LEVEL (DB/pPA' I/DEG HZ)

MAB OMNILEVEL - 69.3 dB

HI-BAR METHOD
. LO-BAR METHOD

........ MAB METHOD

(U) Figure C-5. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a
1/3-octave bandwidth at 160 Hz obtained from TASS
polygon 2 data at i-1. (C)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

o

~00

MAB OMNILEVEL -75.2 dB

HI-BAR METHOD
-.- LO-BAR METHOD

........................................MAB METHOD

* (U) Figure C-6. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a
1/3-octave bandwidth at 100 Hz obtained from TASS
polygon 2 data at ?1-1. (C)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL~fy

NN

V%

MAB OMNILEVEL - 84.7 dB

Hi-BAR METHOD

-- LO8GAR METHOD
.........................................MAU METHOD

(U) Figure C-7. Horizontal directionality noise rowes for a
I /3-octave bandwidth at 50 Hz obtained from TASS

P polygon 2 data at q- 1. (C.)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

i0%

MAB OMNILEVEL -82.5 dB

41- HI-BAR METHOD

LO-B3AR METHOD
.... MAB METHOD

(U) F~igure C-8. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a
I /3-octave bandwidtIl at 40 Hz obtained front TASS
polygon 2 data at qt-1.()
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

lA

Nt

MAD OMNILEVEL -82.1 dB

HI-DAR METHOD
-- Lo-BAR METHOD

...................................... MAS METHOD

~ I (U) Figure C-9. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a
I /8-liz bandwidth at 36 Hz obtained from LAMBDA
polygon 3 data at il-1. (S)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

NN

4-40

Js

MAB OMNILEVEL -82.8 d8

HI-BAR METHOD
-- LO-BAR METHOD
..................................MAS METHOD

(U) Figure C-10. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a
1/8-Hz bandwidth at 29 Hz obtained from LAMBDA

4 polygon 3 data at 17-1. (S)
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4 HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

NN

:1J.MAO OMNILEVEL -82.7 dO

-~LO.OAR METHOD
..............................................MAO METHOD

A(U) Figure C'-1I. Horizontal directiowulity noise ross for a
14. 1/8-Hz bandwidth at 23 fPz obtained from LAMBlDA

polygon 3 data at q-1. (s)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

NG'r LEVE (05/pPR'VEL HZ). 8

H1.8AR METHOD
LO-BAR METHOD

....................................................MAO METHOD

(U) Qmre ('-1 2. Horizontal directionality noise TowC5 for a
1 18-Hz bandwidth at I I Hz obta.i wd fromn LAMBDA
polygon 3 data at q?- I (S)
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L i HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY
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-- LO9&AR METHOD

MAO METHOD

(U -igure C- .Hr~na ieoncality noiw roý-es for a

I /8-liz bzodwidt1h at 36 Ilii e-btined from LAMBDA
polygon 6 data at qi- I (S)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

4I,;

74;J

* IMAB OMNILEVEL -86.4 dB
-HI-BAR METHOD
--- LO-BAR METHOD

~ .......................................... ........ MAB METHOD

(U)Figre -14. HorizonWa directionality noise roses fox a
1/8-Hz bandwidth at 29 Hz obtained from LAMBDA
polygon 6 data at in-1. (S)
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I HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

-I%

MAB OMNILEVEL -84.5 dB
p.' HI-BAR METHOD

LO-BAR METHOD
..........................................MAB METHOD

4 (U) Figure C-i S. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a
1/8-Hz bandw~dth at 23 Hz obtained from LAN' IDA

~~ ~polygon 6 data at t-I.(?
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

4 

Ilk

14A8 OUNILEVEL -83.8 d8

P143AR METHOD

- -LOAR METHOD

MAOB METHOD

(U) Figure C-1 6. Horizontal directionality noise roses for a
I /8-liz bandwidth at Ii IHz obtained fromi LAMoJ.A

polygon 6 datza at i?- 1. (S)
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APPENDIX D

AMBIGUITY-RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES

METHODS

All-Bearings

(U) The mathematical formulation and the basic rationale for the All-Bearings
method is discussed by Raisbeck in Ref. 3. The extent of the mathematical detail,
unfortunately, is an obstacle to the immediate understanding of the method. A more
simplified approach to the mathematics presented herein enables the physical signifi-
cance of the cancellation process to be more easily understood. A more rigorous
approach is given by Wagstaff in Ref. 4.

(U) A pictorial representation of the method is given in Fig. D-1 for a three-
sided equiangular polygon (m=3) with array headings of 15, 135, and 255 deg. The
arrows (the length is proportionate to the magnitude and the direction of the arrow
denotes the arrival direction of the scalar noise) indicate that the quantity R (0) includes
all of the noise n(0) (normalized to be noise-per-unit beamwidth) in the estimating
direction plus 1/3 the noise, respectively, from three other directions. Three of the
mediunm-length arrows in R(0) denote the ambiguous beam contributions. The function
S(O) is introduced in an attempt to cancel out the noises due to the ambiguous beams.
This gives rise to the smallest and additional medium-sized arrows. For example, the
noise estimation functions, for the case illustrated, in the direction of 0=45 deg is
obtained by the appropriate substitution in the equation for q (0) and reduced to obtain

11(45) n(45) + [-n(45) + n(105) - n(165) + n(225) - n(285) + n(345)] (1)
6

Hence the error in the noise estimation is the term within the brackets of Eq. (1). When
this error is more negative than the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is positive,
a negative intensity results. Such an occurrence is not uncommon. If, for example, the
noise field has approximately cqual noise in the direction of 45, 105, 225, 345, and 165
deg but noiw is some 10 dB higher in the direction 285 deg, a negative intensity would
be estimated in the direction ol' 45 deg. In such a case, functions having a period equal
to 360/m deg im equals the number of sides of the polygon) are arbitrarily added to the
calculated azimuthal directionalities. These functions are of sufficient ampfitude to
eliminate the negatives without causing additional negative intensities along the other
azimuths. The raitionale behind such an approach is that the intensity is exactly offset
by suhbracting an equal intensity from the ambiguous beam. The net change in the
total beam output is zero. and the array is incapable of measuring the presence of the1' added ;vriodAic function. The net effect on the directionality. however, is not zero.
With sufficiently large negative inteusities, the added function can be a major source

of error in the reconstructed horizontal directionality pastern.
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Bearing Ambiguity Resolution (BAR)

(U) The BAR method. illustrated in Fig. D-2, utilizes normalized (noise-per-
unit beamwidth) beam outputs while the array is towed in at least three different
directions. Each output is a measure of the noise arriving from a common direction
and from the directions of the three ambiguous beams. The noise arriving from the
common direction is assumed to be the lowest of the three measured levels when
more than 4 dB above the mean level along all azimuths. The value of 4 dB is arbi-
trarily chosen to represent the level above which the beam output is assumed to be
dominated by the noise in the given direction, with the ambiguous direction having
no significant effects. If this condition is not met, the ambiguous direction is

assumed to contribute equally, and the lowest level minus 3 dB (10 log 2) is assigned
the noise coming from the common direction. This process isrepeated for all azimuths
to complete the assessment of the horizontal directionality.

(U) Consider the example in Fig. D-2. Suppose a noise of 80 dB is arriving
from the common direction with negligible contribution from the ambiguous directions.
Also, suppose that the three beams pointed along the common direction have beam-
widths of 4, 5.6, and 10 deg. Then the normalized levels per azimuthal degree would
be 74, 72.5, and 70 dB, respectively. The per-degree level for noise in the common
direction obtained by the BAR method would be either 70 dB or 70 minus 3 dB. The
3 dB subtraction would occur if 70 dB was more than the arbitrary limit of 4 dB below
the mean of all the beam outputs. The noise would then be assumed to originate
equally from both sides of the array. Hence, the accepted noise on the beam originating
from the direction of interest would be 67 dB (70 -3 dB). There is no provision for the
highest normalized level (74 dB) to be accepted even though it may be a more realistic
estimate of the noise in the given direction. This is a major source of error in the BAR
method.

Modified All-Bearings (MAB)

(U) This method is a combination of the previous two methods. It selects the
maximum of the All-Bearings and the BAR methods for any given azimuth. This union
overcomes the negative power problem of the All-Bearings method by the substitution
of a measured value for the negative intensity and the replacement of low noise levels
along some azimuths by higher levels which may be more indicative of the average for
the measurement time period.

HIBAR

(U) The HIBAR method is nearly identical to the BAR method, but instead of
the lowest value being retained for the noise assessment along a given azimuth, the
highest value is retained.
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74.0 dB*
"9- . 72.5 dB
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(U) Figurv V-2•. BAR inelhod (reprinfoi fr•ont Ref. 4).
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(U) This method is designed to provide information concerning transient

point sources and to provide an upper bound for the normalized data.

LOBAR

(U) In contrast with the previous method, this one selects the lowest value
measured along any one azimuth during the noise measurements. In this approach,
it is assumed that equal amounts of noise energy are received by the array from the
direction of a given beam axis as well as its ambiguous counterpart. Hence, 3 dB is
subtracted from all normalized beam data, and the lowest value obtained for any
one azimuth for all legs of a polygon is selected. The 4-dB criterion utilized in the
BAR method is not used in the LOBAR approach. This method provides a lower
bound for the normalized data.

Hansen-Woodyard Endfire Beam

(U) The Hansen-Woodyard endfire beam (Ref. 2) analysis yields an unam-
biguous assessment of the noise field without the need for ambiguity algorithms,
since the endfire beams are unambiguous. However, the resulting horizontal direction-
ality is sensitive to array orientation when the noise field is nonstationary and the
sample size is small.

EFFECT OF TRANSIENTS ON RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES

(U) Of the various methods used to obtain the horizontal directionality of the
noise field, the two most affected by nonstationarity are the endf ire beam and the
MAB (and hence the All-Bearings to a greater degree) methods.

(C) Tie difficulties in the endfire method have been overcome by taking many
data samples over the duration of three or four polygons in order to average out the
nonstationarv effects. In the MAB method, however, the solution is not as easily
obtainzu . The nature of the method is such that high-level transients can bias the
directionalities by causing angular regions of abnormally low or negative intensities.
while simultaneously ciausing other areas to have abnormally large intensities. Consider,
for example, the LAMBI)A beam respoise plots for the first polygon at n --I. These are
included as Figs. D-3 through I)-7. There is a strong source evident in the first leg
which appcars on the broadside beam. This source is not evident, however, oin the
other tour legs. Hence, in some type of average assessment of the horizontal direction-
ality of the nois, as arrived at from these five legs, the first leg would, it is hoped, have
only a mininal influence on the filud pattern, since the other four legs are reasonably
similar in shape.
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

4E

SC .,VE. I E, -

/ '\,

OMNILEVEL - 90.89 dB

POLYGON 3, 36 Hz, LEG 1, 129 DEG BEARING

(U) Figure D-3. Beam response data for LAMBDA
polygon 3, leg 1, 36-Hz at station t1-1. (S)
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

OMNILEVEL - 82.46 d8

~JIPOLYGON 3. 36 H-. LEG 2. 198 DEG BEARING

I ~ ~~U) Figure D-4. Heam~ teŽspo=~ data for LAMBDAiT I ~powygcrn 3,, k& 2, 364 11 at "t~ion wi- I. (s)
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

OMNILE VEL 81.77 d8

POLYGON 3. 36 Hz. LEG 3, 270 DEG BEARING

(U) Figure D-5. Beam response data for LAMBDA
poiygon 3, leg 3, 36-Hz at station q~-1. (S)
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(C) Figure D-8 gives the resulting noise field directionality. When this direc-
tionality is compared with the ambiguous beam response data of the first leg, Fig. D-3,
it is obvious that the ambiguity has not been resolved. When thc first leg is omitted

from the ambiguity resolution process and only the remaining four are used, the result

in Fig. D-9 is obtained. The differences between Fig;. D-8 and D-9 are striking.

Conclusions drawn from each of these two figures regarding the noise field directionality

characteristics would no doubt be radically different.

(U) In the above example the first leg was easily recognized as being contami-

nated by a transient. However, this same situation occurs on a smaller scale in all of the

data processed by the All-Bearings and MAB methods. The transients which do not

dominate the data cannot be as easily recognized and removed. Therefore, they remain

to become sources of abnor, ally low or high levels of noise in the final result.
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY
C-N

kE

___ • • '-NO:5E LEVEL (DBII IO/0EGHZI

SPOLYuON 3, 4 SIDES, 36 Hz

(U) Figure D-9. MAB horizontal directionality assessmer. ot
36-Hz ambient noise obta'neJ by using only ',eam response

data for legs 2 through 5 of LAMBDA polygon 3 at 17-1. (S)
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APPENDIX E
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FOR CHURCH ANCHOR EXERCISE AREA

(C) Table E-I contains wind and wave data for times during the ambient noise
horizontal directionality measurements. These data were taken at the positions of the
PACIFIC APOLLO (LAMBDA array) and are assumed to be representative of the
conditions at the USNS S. P. LEE (TASS array) location. Figure E-1 presents sound-
speed-versus-depth information for locations along a north-south track through the
CHURCH ANCHOR area. More complete o'nvironmental, bathymetric, acoustic, and
shipping data can be obtained from the publications of the participants as prescribed
by Refs. 6, 19, and 20.
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APPENDIX F
DATA QUALITY AND ANALYSIS ERRORS

-, (U) There are at least three major categories into which the errors accrued
during the measurement and analysis process may be grouped. The first category,
which will not be discussed in this section, includes all hardware-dependent errors,
such as variations in hydrophone sensitivity, ::Aibration errors, and perhaps self-noise,
or flow-noise in the case of towed arrays. Thcs, -:,e discussed in Appendices A and B.
The two error categories which will be discussed here include errors which enter when
determining horizontal arrival angles and the errors which are introduced when sets of
beam response power levels from a line-array are combined by one means or another
to obtain an estimate of the horizontal directionality of the noise field.

BEAM RESPONSE DATA

(C) There are four main types of errors encountered when determining
horizontal arrival angles for the beam response data. The first is due to the angular
nature of both the measurement tool acoustical characteristics (beam patterns) and
the noise field vertical arrival structure. Because of the acoustical propagation
characteristics of the medium, a nearby noise can arrive at the array via a ray path
having a large vertical angle at the array location, and which usually increases as the
source-to-array range decreases. As the arrival angle becomes more vertical, the
assumed horizontal angle tends more to broadside than it actually is as a result of
the conical shape of the beams. The maximum possible error of this type is when
the source is very near and along the endfire direction. In this case the bottom-
bounce arrival could reach the array at an angle which is nearly perpendicular to
the array axis. The azimuth of the source determined from the beam response
could be off as much as 90 deg. Fortunately, the very strong nearby sources can
usually be identified and the contaminated data excluded from the analysis process.
Also, as the ranges to the sources increase, the arrival angles tend to group near the
horizontal, where this type of error is minimum.

(U) The second type of error is a result of the beamwidth possessing finite
dimensions. The noise received on a beam of an array has arrived from all azimuths
covered by the beam and its sidelobes. However, only one power level is obtained.
and an assumption must be made during the analysis or display of this datum as to
its angular origin. This type of error increases as the width of the beams increase
and the sidelobe suppression decreases. This error also increases when the noise field
becomes dominated by discrete sources and the noise has been assumed to result
from a distribution of sources which is continuous with azimuth. Assuming that
the noise field is composed of discrete sources, when in fact it is fairly continuous,
also leads to error. The nature of the measured data should (letermine -, hich of the
two assumptions or combinations of the two assumptions should be made. It
should not be assumed a priori.
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J. (C) The third form of error is a result of the array tilt when tihe array is towed
at slow speeds. More than 50 percent of tile time during the CHURCH ANCHOR noise
measurement periods the TASS depth sensors indicated that the aft end of the array was
sufficiently lower than the forward end to give an array tilt greater than 10 deg. This in

effec, shftedabov-horizontal arrivals toward tile forward end of the array and shiftd
below-horizontal arrivals toward the aft end of the array. Hence, a noise .source from
which the array received both above- and below-horizontal arrivals could be interpreted
to have been on two different azimuths. This effect is maximum for a source on broadside
and diminished near endfire. The LAMBDA did not have depth sells-ors during the CHURCH
ANCHOR experiments; hence, its tilt can onfy be estimated. On the basis of tile similarity
in the physical characteristics of TASS and LAMBDA, with the exception of tile length
difference, assuming a 1 0 deg tilt for LAMBDA does not seem unreasonable.

(C) The final form of error in assigning azimuthal arrival angles for the received
noise power is perhaps the most easily understood and in many cases h otsgiiat

This is the error which results from not knowing the true array heading. Tile TASS array
'-". :•,contained an array heading sensor which is believed to have been accurate within 2 deg.

•. ..... :The LAMBDA array, however, did not have an array heading sensor. The array was
: ' •.assumed to have the same heading as the ship. The validity of this a~iumption def,,-ads

S• "•.•:on a number of factors, such as the net force exerted onl the array by currents and tow-
"i cable being in the same direction as tile net force exerted on tile shfip by tile screws,
il surface currents, winds and towcable, and that adequate time is allowed for array equili-

• bration after a turn. It is likely that for some tow directions the assumption that tile two
net forces are in tile samie direction may be invalid. The effect of this tylv of error would

• be a positive and negative deviation in array heading around the ship's heading -as tile $hip,
proceeded around tile polygon. When measurements are taken before complete array
equilibration, the array heading lags behind the ship's hleading, giving a c-onstant clock-wise
shift in the data for a polygon which is traversed in a clockwise direction.

S(S) Tile opportunity to assess tile magnitude of lthe e'rror introduced by asstiming
tihe array heading is equal to tile ship's heading was afforded by the LAMBDA 38-!tz data

:. ~of polygon 2. During this polygon tihe Vibroseis source was operating at a range of approx-
imately 120 nmi along an azintoth of 159 deg. At 38 Wz, tile Vibros-eis introduced into tile
water e nough sun energy to be easily distinguishable on the LAMBUDA W•ant response

Sdata. Figures F-I thirough F:-5 are beam response curve-% for tihe affected data. T7hesc(.• daa
have be-en plotted with tilt array heading assunled to IV equal to thc ýJlip's heading. The
arrow at 159 deg indicates tihe true azitnuth to tihe Vibro•w-is Fource. T1he error in the

. ~location of tihe azimuth of the Vibroweis sourte is in a con•stant clockwise direction, ranging
from 6 to 30 deg. with a mean of app~roxintatcly 17 deg.

(U) The fluctuation in tihe bearing errors indicated in Fig F-1 through I- •:ouldl
have been caused by the water" mass at the array depilh having a velocity retativi to tile
surface water masses in thle direction of approxintalely 310 dcgý or by the wind at lite

• surface blowing in tile direction of approxhimtely 130 deg. It could also result fromsume
: Combination of tile two.
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

-~ VISROSEIS SOURCE

(U) Fig=e F-I. LAMBDA 38-l1z bcam resp'wsc data with
Vibroscis sumcc at 159 deg, polygon 26, leg I at ij-3. (S)
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

IL

IE

\VIBROSEIS SOURCE

(U) Figure F -2. LAMBDA 38-Hz beam response data with
Vibroseis source at 159 deg, polygon 2, leg 2 at in-3. (S)
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

~E

*/

VIBROSEIS SOURCE

(U) Fijure F-3. IAMBDA 38-11 beam response data with
Vijroscis source at 159 de, polygon 2, leg 3 at iz-3. (S)
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

b VIOROSEIS SOURCE

(U) Figure F-4. LAMBDA 38-Hz bearn response data' with
VibroscLs sourc at 159 deg, polygon 2, leg 4 at ij-3. (S)
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

Cl]-

ILI ~VISROS-Els SOUPCE

(U) igiare r-5 LAMBDA 3841z beam reqvnse data with
Ivibrotoi source at i59 deg. poygon 2. keg 5 a( '1-3. (S)
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(C) A constant clockwise bearing error could have been caused by a number of
factors related to the electropicL, the experimental technique, or the physical environment.
It is unlikely that ihe physical environment could have been the cause in this case since the
TASS did not experience the same phenomena only 20 nmi away. One of the possible
electronic sources was a constant time shift in the multiplexer; however, this would have
been discovered by the calibration procedures executed periodically throughout the
experiment. The most plausible explanation is related to the expcrimental technique.
The LAMBDA array is approximately 4000 ft long and 3 in. in diameter and experiences
considerable drag force due to its extreme length. The towcable is approximately 1-1/2 in.
in diameter and tends to "bore" a hole in the water, with the array trying to travel through
the same hole. The extent to which this is accomplished is dependent upon the relative
drag of the array compared to the force exerted by the side of the "hole" on the cable in

I a direction normal to the cable axis to resist the tendency of the cable to slice through the
side of the "hole." As the array length increases, the drag increases, which increases the
tendency of the cable to slice through the water instead of traveling along the "hole."
Thus, the time required for array equilibration increases with array length. If after one
leg a bearing error exists due to incomplete equilibration, the error .utld accrue until,
after five legs, the error could be sizable. The buildup of the uLror, of course, could not
continue without limit. At some point an equilibrium condition must be established.

-- At what point, or during which leg this would happen is not clear, if indeed this is the
responsible mechanism. In the present study it is assume(I hat sufficient time was not
allowed for array equilibration and that an equilibrium state was established by the
first leg of the second polygon at each location, giving a mean heading error of 1 7 deg,
with the fluctuation in heading resulting from relative displacements in water masses at
the surface and at array depth. Hence, the uncertainty in the rate of accumulation of
the error during the first polygon decreased the confidence in those data sufficiently
to warrant emphasizing, in this report, the data from the second LAMBDA polygon of
each day, whenever possible, with a constant I 7-deg shift in the array heading for each
leg. No correction was possible for fluctuations in array heading duc to currents. Polygon
3 data werc utilized without correction in the absence of polygon 4 data.

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

(U) The faithful reproduction of the noise field horizontal directionality depends
on a number of factors. Three of the most significant are the beamwidttvs of the array,
the relative tionstatio.larity of the noise field, and the nature of the ambiguity resolution
algorithms. Only the efi'cct of the algorithms will be considered in this section and only
on a limited basis. For a more detailed discussion refer to Appendix D.

(U) Figu-es F-I through F-5 are ':antlples of beam rexli-tse data with known
bearing errors. Figure F-6 contains the noise field horizontal directionality which
resulted when the be'tin response data for these five legs were utilized to determine the

:uoise field horizontal (firectionality wilimuo first eliminating the array hleding crror..
The shaded result is the All-Bearings asetssment, and the other is the BARf method
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY
. VISROSEIS

tE

VILROSEIL R

SOURCE

""HOSTO

SECREE

15

•,MALL BEAR INGS

BA---- •R METHOD

(U) Figure F-6 Comparison of tihe 38-zl-lergad Arslt
with a-tay he adinlg errors for LAMBDA polygon 1, at vj-3 with the
Vibroscis sourtv operat~ing along an azuiimuth of 159 deg. (S)
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result. The areas within the azimuths which have no shading are azimuths of negative
power which were calculated by the All-Bearings method.

(U) The signal from the Vibroseis source does not appear on the same azimuth
of each leg because of the bearing errors. It therefore appears as a transient to the
resolution algorithms. The ambiguous beam counterpart is also seen as a transient.
Hence, the algorithms cannot distinguish between the true sources and the ambiguous
sources. The net result is that all are discriminated against equally. In other words,
no ambiguities were resolved. In the All-Bearings assessment, the source is visible on
at least five different azimuths. In the BAR assessment, it is nowhere evident since,
as a transient, it has been completely eliminated.

(U) Figure F-7 illustrates the results when the corrected array headings were
used. The regions of negative power produced by the All-Bearings method are smaller
and the true azimuth of the source has a higher level than those along the ambiguous
azimuths. However, the ambiguous sources (ghosts) are still of significant level. The
BAR assessment now displays a large level along the appropriate azimuth with none
"of the ambiguous beam effects.

(U) The ambiguity algorithms were not specifically designed to locate large
sources. Tne significance of the above example, however, is that the noise field is
composed of many discrete sources and perhaps even distributed sources. To the
ambiguity resolution algorithms, the noise from ships is not significantly different
from the noise of the Vibroseis source in the above example. The algorithms treat
them the same. Hence, the problems the algorithms have with the Vibroseis source
(resulting from both the magnitude of the noise level and the apparent transient
nature of the source) are the same as those the algorithms would have with noise
from ships, whether or not there exists any array heading error. After all, a moving
ship can significant!y change position in azimuth with respect to the array in the
time required to complete a polygon.
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

¶c N

SOUR" VIIIRMI

\\NALL BEARINGS

-BAR METHOD

(U) Figure F-7. Comparison of the 38-Hz All-Bearings and BAR results
with corrected array headings for LAMBDA polygon 2 at ql-3 with the.

4 Vibroseis source operating along an azimuth of 159 deg. (S)
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APPENDIX G

STATISTICAL ASSESSMENT OF RANDOMNESS

INTRODUCTION

(U) The deconvolution procedures discussed in the main body of this report
require ambiguous beam responses of a line array for two or more array orientations.
Implicit in these procedures is the requirement that the noise field remain stationary
over the time period required to measure the necessary beam responses.

(U) For one set of array orientations which define a polygon, it is not presently

feasible to objectively assess the stationarity of the noise field. This is the case since the
noise measurements acquired during each array orientation were separated by sufficient
time to allow the array to stabilize after a course change. During such time intervals,
changes in the noise field could go undetected. A necessary, but not sufficient, condition
for the stationarity requirement is that the beam responses for each array orientation not
exhibit nonstationary characteristics.

(U) Onboard the LEE, the beam response measurements were acquired in a
manner which allows the assessment of the randomness of the noise levels received on
the array's beams during each measurement period. That is, for each array orientation,
each beam was sampled with a 1/4-sec sample time every 6 sec for a total of 150 samples.

(U) Nonstationary characteristics such as the tendency for individual noise level
assessments of like magnitude to cluster together with respect to time, and time trends
in the data wilt, in general, cause the serial data to appear nonrandom. The serial obser-
vations thus acquired were tested for randomness by the three following statistical
procedures.

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

(U) The three statistical procedures applied to the LEE array data which may
be used to examine the randomness of the sequential noise measurements for each beam
are the Number of Runs Test, Kendall's Test for Correlation, and the Mean-Square
Successive Difference Test.

Number of Runs Test

(U) The Number of Runs Test (Ref. 21) is a di;tribution-free test based onnominal or categorical information; that is, the observations can be unmistakably

classified into one of two mutually exclusive categories. For the application at hand,
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the two mutually exclusive categories are above-the-sample-median and below-the-
sample-median. The 150 noise-level samples for each beam-frequency combination
acquired during a 1 5-mmn measurement period onboard the LEE were classiied as
either above-the-sample-median, A; below-the-sample-median. B; or equal-to--the-
sample-median. Neglecting those observations that are equal-to-the-sample-median
and those that overloaded the 1/3-octave analyzer, the number of runs in the temporal
sequence is determined. Since the samples which overloaded the 1/3-octave analyzer
were to be neglected in the other two procedures to be discussed, they were also

'Yq neglected for the Number of Runs Test; the random allocations hypothesis for the non-
overloaded data was not materially affected by this. A run is an unbroken sequence of
like events, If the observations in the sample had equally likely a priori probability of
occupying any position in the temporal sequence, then a frequency distribution for
each realizable permutation of the A's and B's may be determined. Usually, realizations
with too few or too many runs are suspected as products of nonrandom processes, the
fori-ner manifesting a tendency for sequential observations to be positively correlated

P"; and the latter to be negatively correlated. Also, the deterministic process of a pure
unmasked acoustic tone could produce too few or too many runs, depending on its
frequency, since tjhe sample interval is a constant 6 sec.

(U) For large samples (the number of samples for one or the other category
greater than 20), the realized number of runs and the number of samples in each
category can be algebraically combined to produce a realization of a normally dis-
tributed random variable with zero mean and unit variance. The standard normal
realization thus obtained may be used to assess the randomness of the data sequence
for a given beam-frequency combination by comparing the realization to an appro-
priate standard normal critical value. For example, if one is willing to be wrong 5 percent
of the time when the data sequence is in fact random, he will suspect a data sequence as
being generated by a nonrandom process when the standard normal run statistic is not
contained in the interval (-1.96, +1.96).

Kendall's Test for Correlation

(U) The Kendall's Test for Correlation is a distribution-free test based on
ranked observations-, that is, no assumptions need be made regarding the probability
distribution of the measured data. This test requires more information than the
Number of Runs Test. The latter merely requires that the data set be dichotomized,
whereas the former takes into account relative magnitudes among thle data.

(U) The statistic used in this test is a linear function of the number of rank
inversions contained in the observed data set. An inversion exists when an observation
in the data sequence is compared to a subsequent observation and it is greater than
the subsequent observation. For example, the integer sequence 4, 3, 6, 1, 5, 2, contains
nine inversions: 4 is greater than 3, 1, and 2; 3 is greater than I and 26 is geater tha
1, 5, and 2; and 5 is greater than?2.
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(U) The rationale for this procedure is that prior to samplirý , each of thepossible I 50-factorial permutations of the observed levels (or their ranks) was equally

likely to become the sequence of observations actually obtained when ordered with
respect to time. Following this rationale it is not difficult to se"t that variables which
are monotonically related would produce an unur-.,l arrangement with respect to anassumption that the I 50-factorial permutations ;re equally likely.

(U) The sampling distribution for Kendall's correlation statistic is tabulated
for moderate sample sizes, up to 40 samples. However, for sample sizes greater than
seven (Ref. 22), an algebraic combination of the realization for Kendall's correlation
statistic and sample size produces a realization of a normally distributed random
variable with zero mean and unit variance, which may be used in the same manner
as the unit normal statistic derived for the Number of Runs Test to test for significant
departures from the hypothesis that the observed levels are randomly distributed.

Mean-Square Successive Difference Test

(U) The Mean-Square Successive Difference Test (Ref. 23), unlike the previous
two tests, is not a distribution-free test. The data in the sequence are assumed to be
measurements from a normally distributed population with unknown mean and variance.

(U) If the serial observations are independently distributed, there are two
methods available to estimate the population variance, a2. One is the unbiased estimator:

n
S2 n-I 2 (Xi X-)2

n *1

The other is
n-I

2 n-I (X2+1

one-half of the mean of the successive differences squared. If the serial observations
are not independently distributed, these two statistics estimate different quantities;
however, both quantities involve the population variance and the correlation coefficient
for adjacent observations. Under the assumption that the serial observations are inde-
pendently distributed, the quantity

S.d• _ 1
S= 2

r(n-2)/(n2 -1)

is approximately distributed as a unit normal deviate.
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(U) If the sequential observations are positively correlated, d2/2 underestimates
.2 more than does S-. Hence, positively correlated observations produce a unit normal
realization that is negative, and negatively correlated observations produce a unit normal
realization that is positive.

(U) The exact distribution for d2/S2 for uncorrelated observations has been
tabulated for sample sizes that range from 4 to 60 (Ref. 24). The normal approximation
appears to be quite good for the 0.05 and the 0.95 significance levels for sample sizes
greater than six. It is not nearly as good for the 0.001, 0.01,0.99, and 0.999 significance
levels until the sample size is greater than 60. However, the normal approximation is
conservative at these latter values; that is, when the normal approximation is computed
for the exact critical values as tabulated in Refs. 23 and 24, they are not as far out in
the tails of the standard normal distribution as are the normal critical values. To
illustrate the above remarks, the normal approximation computed for the exact critical
values of d2/S2 are compared with the normal critical values for a sample size of 60 in

* the following table:

Critical Values Significance Levels
Based On 0.001 0.01 0.05 0.95 0.99 0.999

Computation -3.013 -2.306 -1.649 1.649 2.306 3.014
Normal Tables -3.090 -2.326 -1.645 1.645 2.326 3.090

felt (U) Since the normal approximation improves as the sample size increases, it is
felt that the approximation is adequate for the 140 to 150 samples acquired during each

*1 imeasurement period for the LEE array.

(U) As with the previous tests, this test produces a realization that is approx-
imately distributed as a unit normal deviate with zero mean; and as with the previous
tests, the critical values of the standard normal distribution may be used to test the
hypothesis that the serial observations obtained on any one beam-frequency combination
for a given measurement period are distributed in a random manner.

7 •k ILLUSTRATION OF STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

(U) Tables G-1, G-2, and G-3 have been selected to illustrate the behavior of
the Number of Runs Test, Kendall's Test for Correlation, and the Mean-Square Successive
Difference Test during periods when the acoustic environment was different.
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(U) Common entries on each figure are:

DATE - Observat: )n date.

PASS - A coded value used to identify a set of measurements.

ST. TIME - Time of day in GMT at beginning of measurement period
on observation date.

LATITUDE - Nominal latitude at which measurements were acquired.

SAMPLE TIME - One-third octave analyzer integration time in seconds
for each observation.

SAMPLE SIZE - Total observations acquired during the measurement
period.

GAIN CODE - The numeral 2 indicates the data were acquired with the
beamformer in the high-gain mode.

HEADING - Nominal array heading during the measurement period.

LONG - Nominal longitude at which these measurements were acquired.

FREQ - One-third octave band center frequency.

BEAM - Beam Number Beam Axis
deg

17/343

2 30/330

3 38/322

4 46/314

5 53/307

6 59/301

7 64/296

8 70/290
9 75/285

10 80/280

I 1 85/275

12 90/270

13 95/265

14 1001"63
1A 1051255
16 101250

17 116,1244
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Beam Number Beam Axis
deg

18 121/239

19 l127/233

20 134/226

21 142/218

22 150/210

23 163/197

N.OV - Number of samples which overloaded the 1/3-octave analyzer.
N.OBS - Number of observations used in the Number of Runs Test.
(N.OBS) = (SAMPLE SIZE) - (N.OV) - (number of observations which
are equal to the sample median).

N.RUN - Number of runs with respect to the sample median that were
"observed in the time-ordered sample of size (N.OBS).

NA - Number of runs above the sample median.

NB - Number of runs below the sample median.

ZRUN - A realization of a normally distributed random variable with
zero mean and unit variance which is derived from (N.OBS), (N.RUN).
(NA), and (NB). See Ref. 21 for a discussion of this statistic.

ZMSSD --- A realization of a normally distributed random variable with
zero mean and unit variance which is derived from two different assess-
ments of the population variance for a scquence of normally distributed
data. See Ret. 25 for a discussion of this statistic.

ZTAU , A realization of a normally distributed random variable with zero
L mean and unit variance which is a function of the realiz'ation of the Kendall

Rank Correlation Coefficient and SAMPLE SIZE. See Ref. 22 for I dis-
ctssion of this statistir.

MEDIAN - Sample median.

AVG. - Sample arithmetic mean.

S11)EV. -- Sample standard deviation.

"1The units for ME'DIAN, AVG., and STDFV. are dcidbe! referenced , millivolls
for a 1/3-octave bandwidth; that is. these statistics are derived from I 3-0octaV raw
data which have not been adjusted for beam 5nsitivity, beamwidth, ot bandwidth.
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(U) The tabulation shown in Table G-1 is selected to demonstrate the behavior
of the statistics derived fromi the 150 samples acquired beginning at 1 830Z onl 2 September
1973. During the period when these data were obtained, a merchant vessel which was
nominally 10 nmi away was closing on the LEE. This vessel was to rendezvous with the
LEE about I hr after acquisition of these data. The merchant vessel is evidenced on
beams 13 and 14 and again on beam 22. The arrivals on beams 13 and 14 ire probably
the result of acoustic energy descending on t1e line array, whereas tile arrivals on beam 22
are probably the result of acoustic energy ascending to the line array.

t (U) All three statistics discussed in this appendix are extremely significant on

beams 13. 14, and 22; that is, the evidence indicates that there are too few runs in the
150 sequential samples to have occurred in a random manner (tile Number of Runs Test).
that the sequential data are positively correlated (tile Mean-Square Successive Difference
Test), and that significant trends exist in the samples (the Kendall Correlation Test). It is
interesting to note that while all statistics for beams 13 and 14 are significant, the Kendall
Correlation Test Statistic, ZTAU. indicjat:s that the 150 samples for beam 13 contain a
negative temporal trend, while the 150 samples for beant 14 contain a positive temporal

7m I trend. This manifi.itation is expected if an acoustic source shifts fromt otn beam to another
adjacent beam during the data ac:quisition period.

(U) The variability 41 the samples as summarized by the respective standard
deviations appears to be unusually hugh for beams 13 and 14 and moderately high for-ari d 13atind1admoetlyh
beam 22 when compared with the standard deviation fot the rernainii; beamns. The
median and tile average levels on beams 13 and 14 are quite high when compared to
adjaent beams. But. this cotroborating evidence would be expected for a nearby

acoustic source.

(U) The 3samplcs for beamns 5 and 10 exhibit noorandmi characteristic. in that
the three statistc•s ZRUN. iMSSD, and ZTAU are signifcant. The acoustic energy
sampled on these beans woukl not be expectcd to be related to thle incrclant veisl
tjunles through .rMelobes for thosc Wamns. Of course, it i's alo pos-ibk- that these beams
were experien'inllg .'Aohte, Wource or sourc•,.

i• [ ~(UI Th~e tabuistion shown in T'able G-2 is s,.lected to demlons~trate i|ie behavior

4 of the statitis-s during a time tvri,od when tihee wctre no known ncarby shis to affect
the noisi nteasurcnents. These dota were 3;wNt•tred during the 1 5-nun period whirh
bg.an at W33Z on 5 Septcmbtr 1973. Other than for tvamn 4.5 . 19. and 22. there
aptpcr,• to be no nonlaloaiintne•s evident in thcs,• samplevi. One woukl tc ak-ttod to a
positiv, t("¢ld inl tl noisew nieasceats¢t on beam 4: hoeves-r. the ,WNS avid Mcan-
tqurc Su.cc-ivc Differcnce n, stattic• re nto gni-vificantly difterent frow. teto for
beam 4. Th• a ieat 5 stlmtitic for the Mean-Sqzuae Suc:Lrt vc Difftlence Tcst is
S" .nific.,nfly different from zero at the .05 kecl of 4n(•.cancc. but the athwr two
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statistics for this beam are not significant. This indication of positive correlation between
succL.,sive samples could be a random occurrence. The evidence is fairly strong that there
may have been a nonrandom sequence of data acquired on beam 19. The Mean-Square
Successive Difference and Kendall Correlation statistics indicate the data were probably
positively correlated and that they manifest a positive trend. The average level and
standard deviation are high for beam 19 when compared with its neighboring beams.
Despite the indication of positive trend for beam 22 there is little ancillary evidence to
substantiate the hypothesis that the data sequence is nonrandom. Considering the
statistical evidence for all 23 beams, one would feeljustified to conclude that in total
the noise measurements acquired during the specified measurement period behaved in
a random manner. That is, events of a systematic and nonstationary nature are scarce
in these data.

(C) Finally, the statistics presented in Table G-3 indicate nonrandom events
on many beams with respect to the number of Runs Test and the Kendall Correlation
Test. However, the Mean-Square Successive Difference Test statistic, ZMSSD, is
significantly different from zero for all 23 beams. The acoustic events which caused
this indication of positively correlated serial data were distant explosions. The explo-
sions were detonated some 2740 nmi away from the TASS array. By the time the
explosive pulses arrived at the array they were spread over about 30 sec. Hence, during
the 15-min measurement period there appeared at least one 30-sec sequen,'., of data
that was much higher in level than usual. This is the type of phenomenon that the

j Mean-Square Successive Difference Test would readily aetect, and so it has oin all
beams regardless of explosion location.

I
kit

'i," .(
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APPENDIX H
RESULTS UTILIZING ADAPTIVE PROCESSING

(U) This appendix includes only a few select examples to illustrate the
differences between the resolved horizontal directionality results obtained from
adaiptve processing prior to deconvolution and the results obtained from onboard
processing. It is not intended to provide a data base for the adaptive processing
results, nor will a lengthy discussion be attempted regarding the attributes, problems,
or mathematics of the type of adaptive processing. The resolved horizontal direction-
alities obtained from the adaptively processed data and how the results differ from the
results obtained from the onboard processed data are the primary concern of this
appendix. The complete data set is contained in Ref. 5.

(S) The LAMBDA data were analyzed both onboard and ashore. The post-
exercise data analysis techniques were much more elaborate, requiring imore extensive
computing capabilities than existed at sea. The onboard data processing included the
forming of conventional beams with Hamming shading. The number of beams utilized
in the onboard results varied from 21 at 11 Hz, to 65 at 38 Hz. Ashore, however,
beams were formed every 1/2 deg from forward endfire to aft endfire, and results for
unshaded conventional beamforming and adaptive beamforming were obtained. The
particular type of adaptive processing is discussed in Ref. 26.

(S) Figures H-l, H-2, and H-3 are 38-Hz beam response plots for the adaptive,* I conventional, and onboard processing respectively. The levels in the first two figures
are only relative levels. The fourth leg of polygon 2 at Yj-3 is used in this example
because of the Vibroseis source operating about 1 20 miles away along an azimuth of
159 deg. The bearing errors have not been corrected in these data, thus illustrating
"the magnitude of the error more adequa!ely than was done with the onboard results
and enabt`-ig a direct comparison witl, the onboard results given in Appendix F.

A (U) The results of the adaptive processing (Fig. H-1) are quitke similar to those
for the conventional processing (Fig. H-2) along all azinmuths except in the vicinity of
th,: source near endfixe. Since a twam is effectively being formed for each 1/2 deg of
aIinimv-h. the directionality pattern along the azimuths near the source azimuth will
take tile form of the beam respose at that azimuth. Hence, in lhest, two figures thie
shapes of the near-endfire beams are evident. The half-power pint of the zdapt ve
tban, is about 5 (leg, whherea) it is about 10 deg for tihe" conventional heam. As a
result, the adaptive beam has been able to resolve approximately 5 dB lower alog the
endfite direction than the ,onvewnional beam. The near-enifire bciras rcsulting froum
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ADAPTIVE AMBIGUOUS PLOT

\ 2.. ROSEIS SOURCE

(U) FigurcH1-1. LAMBDA polygon2." leg 4. 384lu beoni rspmms
data obtained by adaptive thcanfortning prmodures. f S)
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CONVENTIONAL BEAM RESPONSE

a w 40. 0 *

S ~ VIBROSEIS, SOURCE

(U) Figure H-2. LAMBDA polygon 2, leg 4, 38-Hz beam response data
obtained by post-exercise convetitional beamforming procedures. (S)
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BEAM RESPONSE DATA

NN

SNOISE LEVEL OB/pP I?

S VIBROSEIS SOURCE

(U) Figure H-3. LAMBDA polygon 2, leg 4, 38-Hz beam
response data obtained during onboard analysis. (S)
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the onboard data processing are about 14 or 15 deg between the half-power points;
consequently, the relative azimuth to the signal could not be determined closer than 2
or 3 deg and the endfire beam was severely contaminated, as is clearly evident in Fig. H-3.
The adaptive beam responses in Figs. H-4, H-5, H-6, and H-7, for the other four legs of
the same polygon, show similar results. These figures can be compared directly with the
figures in Appendix F, which are the results for the same legs processed onboard. Figure
H-8 gives the horizontal directionalities resolved by the BAR and the All-Bearings
methods. These results are for uncorrected array headings and can be compared with
the results in Fig. E-6 of Appendix E. When the array heading errors are eliminated,
the patterns in Fig. H-9 are obtained and can be compared to those in Fig. E-7 from
the onboard processed data.

(U) The improvements in the resolution of the beam response plots due to the
adaptive processing are remarkable when compared to both the conventional and the
onboard processing. If accomplished onboard, adaptive processing could greatly enhance
the detection and bearing resolution capabilities of the array. However, when trying to
resolve the horizontal directionality of a nonstationary noise field, the effect is more
detrimental than it is beneficial, since the apparent nonstationarity of the noise field
increases with decreasing beamwidth and the present ambiguity resolution techniques
prefer a high degree of stationarity. However, this is not to say that the adaptive pro-
cessing should not be used or that the data used in the ambiguity resolution algorithms
should not come from the adaptively processed data. It simply means, as in the case of
onboard data, that if the noise field appears too nonstationary for the adaptive beams,
the data should be "smoothed" or sampled to create a new data set which satisfies the
necessary stationarity criteria established for noise field resolution. Smoothing or
sampling procedures which accomplish this objective have been used successfully in
the present study and are discussed in the main body of this document. Appropriate
criteria for determining the acceptable beamwidth for a given degree of noise field
nonstationarity, however, have not. Establishing such criteria would be a difficult
task in itself. It would be neither appropriate nor within the scope of this report.

(U) When the horizontal directionalities obtained from the adaptively processed
data were compared with the results obtained from the onboard-processed data for other
times and frequencies the results could be generalized as follows. At the higher frequen-
cies (29 and 38 Hz) the increased resolution in the beam response data (caused by the
reduction in the beamwidth) and the increased number of adaptive beams combined
to make the noise field appear more nonstationary to the ambiguity resolution algorithms
than did the beam response data obtained from onboard processing. The net effect was
a general degradation in the quality of the resolved results, even though the onboard
results at these frequencies were already questionable. As the frequency decreased, the
differences in the results from the two types of processing also decreased, and at w1 Hz
the differences are relatively minor. In fact, of would be difficult to determine which
differences are due to the processing and which are due to how the All-Bearings (and
therefore the MAB) method handled the slightly differe:it inputs.
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1 ADAPTIVE AMBIGUOUS PLOT
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k (U) Figure H-4. LAMBDA polygon 2, leg 1, 38-Hz beam
response data obtained during onboard analysis (S)
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ADAPTIVE AMBIGUOUS PLOT

N

S VIBROSEIS SOURCE

(U) Figure H-5. LAMBDA polygon 2, leg 2, 38-Hz beam
response data obtained during onboard analysis. (S)
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(U) Figure H-6. LAMBDA polygon 2, leg 3, 38-Hz beam
response data obtained during onboard analysis. (S)
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ADAPTIVE AMBIGUOUS PLOT

wE

S VIBROSEIS SOURCE

(U) Figure H-7. LAMBDA polygon 2, leg 5, 38-Hz beam
P response data obtained during onboard analysis. (S)
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.I HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

NN

q 4 V94 EI

-BAR METHOD
...................................... ALL BEARINGS

(U) Figure H--8. Horizontal directionalities in a 1/8-liz bandwidth

-at 38 liz due to the MAD and BAR methods utilizing the 5 legs
of LAMBDA polygon 2 with the original array heading errors. (S)
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

aW

01!- BAR MET1400

......................................ALL BEAR4NG

(U) Figure H1-9. Hotizontal directionalities in a I /8-Hz bandwidth a
38 Hz due to the MAD3 and BAR methods utilizing ith5es of LAMBDlA
polygon 2 with the original array heading errors oncrreted. (S)
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